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6500 Hospital Drive, Hannibal, MO
hannibalregionalmedicalgroup.org

At Hannibal Regional Medical Group, we offer more choices than ever before for 
primary care services.  You can choose a provider who will listen, help and heal - 
because when it comes to your health care, the one you choose, the one you trust 
and the one you see makes all the difference. To start your journey to better health 
call 573-629-3500. 

It ’s your choice...why go anywhere else?

Dr. Behniaye
Internal Medicine

Dr. Calmet
Family Medicine

Dr. Kada
Family and Geriatric Medicine

Your Choice. 
CHOOSE BETTER.
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For  over 110 years, you have put your trust in Hannibal 
Regional to provide high quality medical care close to home. 
Our physicians will work with you to create a treatment plan 
that’s right for you - because when it comes to your health 
care, the one you choose, the one you trust and the one you 

see makes all the difference. 

It ’s your choice...why go anywhere else?

hannibalregional.org | 573-248-1300

The Right Choice.
      RIGHT HERE.

Dr. Almashhrawi
Gastroenterology

Dr. Pranav Parikh
Pulmonology
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I
t’s official: spring — finally — is here, and that means a 

couple things for us. 

First, as the days get longer, it means we get to head 

outdoors and enjoy some sunshine and fresh air. And there 

is no better way to do that than by enjoying the many festi-

vals and events that have become — or are becoming — tra-

ditions  for many local families. 

From the Great Girlfriend Getaway that runs April 28 through 

April 30 to the 22nd Loafers Car Show Saturday, May 13, there is 

plenty going on to keep folks on the move. 

Naturally, we preview both of those events in this month’s Han-

nibal Magazine, along with updates on this year’s Tom and Becky 

competition and a local man bringing back his portrayal of Mark 

Twain for the season. 

Looking for a unique event that’s a little more romantic? Check out 

the Last Dinner on the Titanic on April 11. 

There is no shortage of reasons to get out 

and enjoy yourself this time of year. Don’t be-

lieve me? Take a look at the calendar of events 

in this issue that begins on Page 54. 

Second, all these activities and the season 

of regrowth are a reminder to look out for 

ourselves and work to stay healthy to enjoy all 

life has to offer. 

So this month, we are putting an emphasis on your health and 

wellness. 

We proud to show off the world-class hospitals and clinics that 

our area is fortunate to have. In these pages, they share information 

about the physicians and services that help set them apart, and I 

encourage you all to take a look and see why we are so fortunate. 

While this region’s events and health care facilities and physicians 

are nice, though, our greatest blessing always has been our people — 

the friends and neighbors who help make life enjoyable every day.

As always, thank you for reading. We look forward to seeing you.

Ron Wallace

We’re ready  
to spring  

forward for fun
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Your Partner
in

Exceptional Healthcare

Please call your doctor’s office using area code 573 Hannibal Clinic
100 Medical Drive

Hannibal, MO 63401
(573) 221-5250

Ambulatory Care Center (ACC)
(573) 231-3900

Monday–Friday: 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Saturday: 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Sunday: Noon to 6:00 p.m.
No appointment necessary

Our Satellite Facilities

Bowling Green
Janet Myers, DO

Lauren Hunt, ACNP-BC
710 Business 61 South

(573) 324-2063

Center
Mark Tucker, DO

401 E Hwy 19
(573) 267-3318

Monroe City
Rodney Yager, DO

400 N Main
(573) 735-4541

Palmyra
David Knorr, DO
Gina Pontius, MD

Beverly Christy, FNP
1811 S Main

573) 769-2231

Partnerships
James E Cary Cancer Center

5989 Hospital Drive • (573) 406-5800

Northeast Missouri Ambulatory Surgery Center
98 Medical Drive • (573) 406-1301

www.nemoasc.com

Hannibal Medical Supplies
5 Diamond Boulevard • (573) 231-0556

Ambulatory Care
 Leann Boxerman, DO ..................231-3900
 Peg Colyar, NP ............................231-3900
 Amber Gottman, NP-C ................231-3900
 Leanna Leake, FNP ......................231-3900
 Janae Robertson, FNP-C .............231-3900

Cardiology
 Richard Ha, MD ...........................231-3167
 John Hammock, MD ....................231-3228
 Steven Krause, DO ......................231-3228
 Dana Valencia, MD ......................231-3228

Dermatology
 Susan Meidl, MD .........................231-3169

Family Practice
 Jeffry Evans, MD ..........................231-3139
 Lent Johnson, MD .......................231-3141
 Leslie McCoy, DO ........................231-3147
 John Memken, MD ......................231-3143
 Lawrence Nichols, DO .................231-3145

Gastroenterology
 Bhagirath Katbamna, MD ............231-3128

General Surgery
 Michael Bukstein, MD..................231-3157
 Aphrodite Henderson, MD ..........231-3161
 Patricia Hirner, MD ......................231-3165
 Melissa Matrisch, MD ..................231-3269

Internal Medicine
 Roderick Bartlett, MD ..................231-3118
 Stephen Halpin, MD ....................231-3120
 George Kerkemeyer, MD.............231-3783
 Priscilla Long, MD ........................231-3116
 Erik Meidl, MD .............................231-3122
 Philip Tweedy, MD .......................231-3124
 Lauren Hunt, ACNP-BC ...............231-3767

Medical Oncology
 Arif Bari, MD ................................406-5800
 M. Amjad Ali, MD ........................406-5800

Nephrology
 Prashanth Podaralla, MD .............231-3798

Neurology
 Donald Hopewell, MD .................231-3130

OB/GYN
 Sandra Ahlum, MD ......................231-3108
 Michelle Allen, WHNP-BC ...........231-3112

Otolaryngology
 Justin Imhof, DO .........................231-3871

Pediatrics
 Justin Bubolz, MD .......................231-3102
 Zach Johnson, DO .......................231-3267
 Bryson McHardy, MD ...................231-3106
 James Thornton, MD ...................231-3104
 Brandi Thompson, CPNP.............231-3853

Podiatry
 Michelle Friedersdorf, DPM ........231-3778
 Scott Friedersdorf, DPM ..............231-3773

Psychiatry
 Fe Maria Pimentel-Yager, MD ......231-3855

Pulmonary/Critical Care
 Humam Farah, MD ......................231-3767

Rheumatology
 Robert Jackson, DO ....................231-3770
 Umar Daud, MD ..........................231-3770

Sleep Medicine
 Humam Farah, MD ......................231-3767

Sports Medicine
 Zach Johnson, DO .......................231-3847
 Gina Pontius, MD ........................231-3847
 Bryan Albright, PT, OTC ..............231-3847

Urology
 Garry Sandhu, MD .......................231-3232
 Austin DeRosa, MD .....................231-3232

Additional Services
Audiology Licensed Clinical Social Workers
Radiology Social Services
Mammography ACR accredited Infusion Room
MRI ACR accredited Accredited Laboratory
CT ACR accredited TEE ICAEL accredited 
Nuclear Medicine ACR accredited Sleep Lab
Breast MRI ACR accredited Stress ECHO ICAEL accredited
Stereotactic Biopsy Ultrasound 
Ultrasound Guided Biopsy Pulmonary Function Testing
Diagnostic/Fluoro Procedures PET/CT ACR accredited
Bone Density ECHO ICAEL accredited
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W
e are fortunate to 

have both breadth 

and depth when it 

comes to offerings 

for treatment and 

preventative care, with world-class facilities 

and doctors who are second-to-none for any 

market.

Long gone is the perception of this area 

having limited health care options.

Comprehensive services are available right 

here in the area, and you have the opportuni-

ty to select from among a range of providers 

with the ability to address your particular 

needs and circumstances. 

Those services continue to evolve and 

expand daily as local providers invest in 

life-changing and life-saving technology, 

attract excellent professionals from through-

out the nation and the world and advance the 

services and treatments they offer 

Whether you’re searching for a specialist 

for an elective procedure, seeking a profes-

sional to help you achieve optimal health, 

wishing to make a switch as your health 

circumstances change, this guide can inform 

your decision. n
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NORTHEAST MISSOURI 
AMBULATORY SURGERY CENTER

Fully Accredited Outpatient Surgery Facility in Hannibal, MO

As northeast Missouri’s only multi-specialty 

surgery center, we offer the community a 

convenient and cost-effective alternative 
to traditional hospital care in a friendly, 

caring atmosphere.

www.hannibalclinic.com

(573) 406-1301 • www.nemoasc.com
www.restoremylife.com

OUTPATIENT SURGERIES 
available from the following specialties:

• Ear, Nose, Throat
• Gastroenterology
• General Surgery
• Gynecology
• Internal Medicine
• Oral/Maxillofacial
• Orthopedic
• Podiatry
• Pulmonology

The NEMO Ambulatory Surgery Center is fully accredited by the 
Accreditation Association of Ambulatory Health Care (AAAHC).
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C
andy Golian’s son, Trey 

Golian, started taking speech 

therapy about a year ago af-

ter a screening at his daycare 

facility, Grow and Learn.

“After his screening, we learned that he 

was further behind then what we thought,” 

said Candy. “We knew he was behind but we 

chalked it up to other factors, but we didn’t 

realize that he was as far behind as he was 

until I called out and talked to Patty Schenk 

on the phone.”

Schenk is a speech therapist with Hannibal 

Regional Hospital’s Pediatric Speech Therapy 

team.

“She went over everything and explained 

everything that he was tested for and where 

he should be at his age and how far behind he 

was,” Golian said.

After the assessment and talking to 

Schenk, Golian and her husband discussed 

the cost of weekly therapy for Trey.

“At the time we had health insurance but 

we had a very high deductible and didn’t 

know if we would be able to afford the 

therapy sessions,” Golian said. “I talked to our 

daycare center owner, and she actually told 

me about the Scottish Rite program. She said 

that she really thought Trey needed speech 

therapy and would greatly benefit from it, so 

I decided that we would check into it.”   

Tammy Lieurance, secretary at the speech 

therapy practice, helped Golian with the 

Scottish Rite scholarship application.  Within 

a day Lieurance told the Golian family they 

qualified for a scholarship that would cover 

most of the cost for each session.

Candy Golian, left, stands with her son, Trey, and Hannibal Regional Speech Therapist Patty Shenk. Trey has been under-
going speech therapy for almost a year to help him before he enters kindergarten. Submitted Photo

Hannibal Regional Hospital’s 
Pediatric Speech Therapy goes 
above and beyond for local family
|	 hospital.hannibalregional.org

“My husband and I both work during the day and it makes 
it so much easier for us that Ms. Patty comes to Trey at 
daycare for his session, and we don’t have to worry about 
how we are going to get him to each session. Every Tuesday 
when we pull up to daycare he is looking for her vehicle and 
gets so excited knowing she is there.”

 Candy Golian
Trey’s mother

Health & Wellness Services Guide
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573-221-2792
733 Grand Avenue, Hannibal

Hours:
Mon–Fri 9am–6pm

Sat 9am–1:30pm

SERVING HANNIBAL 
31 YEARS!

Locally Owned.

     Locally Operated.

      Locally Loved.

Cheers for The Kids to benefit 
program will be held April 21

Hannibal Regional Foundation will 

host Cheers for the Kids from 5 to 9 

p.m. Friday, April 21, at Cave Hollow 

Winery. Tickets are $20 per person or 

$30 per couple, and may be purchased 

in advance by contacting the Hannibal 

Regional Hospital Pediatric Speech 

Therapy Department at 573-406-5777 

or Hannibal Regional Foundation at 

573-629-3577. Tickets also may be 

purchased at the door. Ticket includes 

four wine tastings, live entertainment 

and appetizers.  A commemorative wine 

glass will be given to the first 100 attend-

ees. Event proceeds will benefit Hannibal 

Regional Hospital’s Pediatric Speech 

Therapy Department to help children 

such as Trey Golian obtain the therapy 

services they need.  

To learn more about the Hannibal 

Regional Foundation, visit hrhf.org or 

call 573-629-3577. To learn more about 

Hannibal Regional Hospital’s Pediatric 

Therapy Services call 573-406-5777.  n

“If we had not qualified for the scholarship I don’t 

know if Trey would have been able to get the help that he 

needed,” Golian said..  

“The ladies at Hannibal Regional have made this 

experience one of the easiest things to do. They work with 

you and your schedule to make it to so easy on us,” Golian 

said. “My husband and I both work during the day and 

it makes it so much easier for us that Ms. Patty comes 

to Trey at daycare for his session, and we don’t have to 

worry about how we are going to get him to each session. 

Every Tuesday when we pull up to daycare he is looking 

for her vehicle and gets so excited knowing she is there. 

Without her help, I know that Trey wouldn’t be where 

he is today and ready to start kindergarten next year. 

Without the Scottish Rite program, he would not have 

received the help he needed. I can never thank the ladies 

at Hannibal Regional enough for helping Trey and our 

entire family with this.” n

Health & Wellness Services Guide
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Since 2007, the Hannibal Free Clinic has 

been dedicated to providing free, nonemer-

gency, scheduled primary health care for un-

insured, low-income adults ages 18 through 

65 in Northeast Missouri.  This year marks 

the 10th anniversary of promoting health 

and wellness by providing quality services 

at no charge to people without access to basic 

care.  Since opening, the HFC has provided 

services for more than 1,800 individuals 

totaling 17,000 visits. 

Volunteer medical, dental and chiropractic 

professionals provide services 12 hours per 

week, assisted by nurses and support staff.  

All resources needed to operate the clinic are 

made possible by in-kind and cash donations 

To celebrate its 10th anniversary, Hannibal Free Clinic created a special logo. From left are Sharon Webster, clinic manager; Becky Ferrel, volunteer; Linda Chou, office manager; and Jean  
Kane, volunteer. Submitted Photo

Hannibal Free Clinic celebrates
10 years of serving community
| hospital.hannibalregional.org

Health & Wellness Services Guide
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Art auction to help   
celebrate  anniversary

T
o celebrate its 10th anniversary, Hannibal Free 

Clinic will host a Community Helping Com-

munity Art Auction on Saturday, June 10, at the 

Hannibal Country Club. The event will include 

hors d’oeuvres and desserts along with live and 

silent auctions. The auctions will feature items from a range of 

local artists who have agreed to donate their work to support the 

HFC. Additional fundraisers will be scheduled throughout the 

year.

More information about the clinic and the event is available 

by calling 573-248-8307, emailing hannibalfreeclinic@yahoo.

com or visiting the clinic at 160 Progress Road. n

from the community. Hannibal 

Regional and local provid-

ers provide in-kind support 

for testing and interpretation. 

Pharmaceutical company patient 

assistance helps the clinic obtain 

brand name medications for 

patients at no cost. The clinic has 

received more than $10 million 

in donated medications and has 

purchased nearly $25,000 worth 

of medications locally. 

The clinic is a Missouri not-

for-profit corporation that has 

501(c)(3) tax exempt status from 

the IRS. The HFC receives no 

local, state or federal funding.  

All money used to run the clinic 

comes from private donations, 

grants or charities. In order 

to keep the clinic operating, it 

relies solely on these donations.  

Hannibal Regional provides the 

salary for the only paid staff 

member, the clinic manager, and 

the office coordinator is paid by 

the clinic.

The clinic partners with many 

community agencies to help meet 

the needs of its clients. If the 

client’s needs cannot be met at 

HFC, every effort is be made to 

find help. n

Health & Wellness Services Guide
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Choosing a care facility for your loved one’s 
“home away from home” is a difficult decision. 

Luther Manor’s goal is to fulfill not only each 
resident’s physical, mental, and emotional 
needs, but social and spiritual as well.

•  24-hour Licensed Nursing Staff
•  In-house Physical Therapy
•  Contract with Licensed Physical, 

Occupational, and Speech Therapy
•  In-house Podiatry, Optometry, Lab & X-Ray

Luther Manor
Retirement & Nursing Center

Call TODAY to see how we can bring peace of mind.
3170 Hwy 61  Hannibal, MO

573-221-5533    
www.luthermanorhannibal.com

H
annibal Clinic is celebrating its 

60th anniversary in 2017.

The clinic was founded in 

1957 by four physicians — 

General Surgeon Richard M. 

Strong, OB/GYN Francis R. Burns, Internal Medi-

cine Wyeth Hamlin and Pediatrician Daniel B. 

Landau. It opened April 24, 1957, at 1001 Broad-

way in Hannibal.

At the time, the concept of a multi-specialty 

group of physicians was new and forward think-

ing. The norm for that era was having ambulance 

services provided by local funeral homes, or 

patients were brought to the hospital by family or 

by emergency room doctors. There were no walk-

in clinics. Physicians were on call 24 hours a day, 

seven days a week.

In 1959, the clinic moved to a 6,000-square-

foot building at 711 Grand Ave. in Hannibal. The 

building included examination rooms, full labo-

ratory and x-ray facilities, minor surgery, busi-

ness offices and waiting rooms. Four structures 

totaling 14,000 square feet were added to the 

building over time. A business office for account-

ing, billing and patient accounts was maintained 

across the street at 696 Grand Ave. By its 25th 

anniversary in 1982, the clinic was staffed by 14 

physicians and 50 full-time and part-time non-

physician employees.

In 1993 Hannibal Clinic expanded services 

with new construction at 100 Medical Drive. The 

specialties of cardiology, obstetrics and  

Hannibal Clinic celebrates 60th anniversary

Strong Burns

Hamlin Landau

|	 hannibalclinic.com

Health & Wellness Services Guide
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The race starts at the bottom of the Mark Twain Memorial Lighthouse steps (near the Tom and Huck statue at Main and North Streets)

Step up to the challenge on April 29, 2017
to race up the lighthouse steps and help raise awareness of Autism!

Includes: Bounce house, face painting, sensory fun 
stations games and more! Plus free refreshments.

Proud sponsor of the

gynecology and urology occupied this facility in October 1996. An ad-

dition to this clinic opened in April 2000 for the specialties of surgery, 

gastroenterology and pulmonary/critical care. In October 2003, a 

three-floor addition was opened and all physicians and supporting 

services from the facilities at Grand and Highway 61 North were 

moved to the new Hannibal Clinic at 100 Medical Drive.

This location, with all medical specialties in the same building, 

provides convenience for patients and their families. The building 

houses 50 physicians, practicing in 18 specialties, and three nurse 

practitioners. 

The clinic at 711 Grand was closed in October 2003, and the facility 

later was donated to Douglass Community Services. 

In addition, Hannibal Clinic has six board certified family practice 

physicians and three nurse practitioners staffing satellite facilities, 

including Palmyra, 1988; Bowling Green, 2002; Monroe City, 2006; 

and Center, 2009. 

In July 2000, the Northeast Missouri Ambulatory Surgery Center 

opened at 98 Medical Drive — formerly 8705 Highway 36 West — in 

the lower level of the West building. The center is jointly owned and 

operated by the clinic and Midwest Orthopedic Services in Hannibal.

Hannibal Clinic continues to grow, providing medical care in ad-

ditional specialties and collaborating with local health care provid-

ers to better patient care. Hannibal Clinic is dedicated to providing 

patients with the best care, close to home. n 

Health & Wellness Services Guide
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H
annibal Clinic has added 

Dr. Donald Hopewell to its 

staff.

Hopewell, who is ac-

cepting new patients, is a 

neurologist specialty trained in muscle and 

nerve testing. He is dual board certified in 

neurology and neuromuscular and electrodi-

agnositic medicine.

Hopewell, a graduate of the University of 

Iowa Medical School, completed 

residency at the University of 

Kansas Medical Center, followed 

by an EMG fellowship. Hopewell 

is a Midwest native who has 

been practicing medicine in 

Missouri for more than 25 years.

Among conditions treated 

by a neurologist are seizure 

disorders, stroke, injuries to the 

spinal cord and brain, Alzheimer’s disease 

and Parkinson’s disease.

Hannibal Clinic, which this year 

celebrates its 60th year of serving 

the residents of Northeast Missouri, 

sees patients in Hannibal, Palmyra, 

Monroe City, Center and Bowling 

Green, with 50 providers on staff in 

18 different medical specialties. In 

providing medical care to the region, 

Hannibal Clinic employs more than 

300 people. n

Hopewell joins Hannibal Clinic

Hopewell

Neurologist treats seizure, stroke, brain injuries and more
|	 hannibalclinic.com

Health & Wellness Services Guide
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Hannibal Regional
 S P E C I A L  S E C T I O N

Dr. Mathew Strasser
Internal Medicine

Dr. White 
Pediatrics

Dr. Greving
Internal Medicine

BETTER CARE
Your Choice For



LISTEN
By listening, your primary care provider can 
offer better support and communication 
about your health needs. 

HEAL
A primary care provider is trained to treat a 
little bit of everything and will help develop 

the right plan of care to meet your needs.

HELP
Primary care providers partner with you to 
help you stay organized and aware of how 
your chronic condition is affecting your body.

WHAT PRIMARY CARE 
PROVIDERS DO FOR YOU

WHY CHOOSE PRIMARY CARE?
Getting the best healthcare begins with choosing 
the right primary care provider.  Primary care 
providers play an important role in your health 
so you shouldn’t wait until you’re sick to find one.  
With regular visits primary care providers often 
notice symptoms you may miss.

In addition, annual visits with a primary care 
provider can help guide changes in your lifestyle 
habits to decrease the likelihood of developing 
chronic health conditions.  At Hannibal Regional 
Medical Group, our primary care providers listen 
to your story and take the time to understand 
your needs while working with you to 
individualize your path to better health.  To start 
your journey to better health call 573-629-3500.  

It’s your choice...why go anyhwere else?

Hannibal Regional Medical Group is excited to welcome Kristen Strasser, 
MD. Dr. Strasser will be practicing Hematology/Oncology at Hannibal 
Regional’s Infusion Center.  Dr. Strasser is now accepting patients at 
Hannibal Regional’s Infusion Center which is located in the Hannibal 
Regional Medical Building.  

The Infusion Center provides patients and their families 
comprehensive infusion services in a comfortable, private setting, 
delivered by friendly, caring staff. As an oncologist, Dr. Strasser 
is specially trained in diagnosing and treating cancer using 
chemotherapy, hormonal therapy, biological therapy and targeted 

therapy. 

“It is a privilege to join Hannibal Regional Medical Group and 
I look forward to being able to help our community,” says Dr. 
Strasser. “I remain committed to furthering cancer research and 
working with local surgeons, physicians and cancer experts in 
our region.”

For more information call 573-629-3327.

HANNIBAL REGIONAL MEDICAL GROUP WELCOMES 
DR. KRISTEN STRASSER

Dr. Kristen Strasser
Hematology/Oncology



Hannibal Regional continues to lead the way in bringing 
advanced technology to our community by installing 
a new Computed Tomography (CT) scanner.  This new 
equipment uses innovative technologies to provide better 
imaging using less radiation and contrast. 

Somatom Definition Edge Siemens 128 Slice CT Scanner 
offers many new features that allow for the lowest 
radiation dosage, offering exams that are 80% lower than 
previously seen. The large opening of the CT, coupled with 
much faster scan speeds (and lower breath-hold times for 
patients), will provide a better experience for every patient 
who visits the Radiology department for a CT scan.

“We are excited to offer this state-of-art technology in 
our community. This scanner will help us provide a better 

experience for our patients by reducing the amount of time on the CT scanner table, reducing patient radiation 
dosage and improving image quality,” explains Jennifer Akers, MBA, RT (R), Director of Radiology for Hannibal 
Regional.

In addition to the improved performance the new CT provides, it will now also allow for new imaging procedures to 
be performed, such as cardiac examinations.  The increased scan speed and newer technology will allow Hannibal 
Regional to image a patient’s heart in only a few 
seconds, with an image quality that has never 
before been seen in this area. The high quality of 
the scanner’s images allows clinicians to see fine 
anatomical details at a lower radiation dosage, 
providing the best advanced imaging in the region.

“The addition of the Somatom Definition Edge 
128 Slice CT scanner allows Hannibal Regional 
to provide advanced technology services to our 
patients to help guide them to better, “ says Joel 
D. Hassien, M.D., M.A.L., FACR,  Radiology Medical 
Director. 

For more information go to hannibalregional.org.

NEW CT SCANNER OFFERS BETTER TECHNOLOGY 
AND BETTER PATIENT EXPERIENCE

Joel D. Hassien, M.D., M.A.L., FACR
Medical Director of Hannibal Regional Radiology

Jennifer Akers, RT (R)
Director of Radiology

NOW FEATURING

Siemens SOMATOM®  
Definition Edge
The New Standard in 
Low Dose and Speed

BETTER PATIENT EXPERIENCE
Your Choice For



Museum
1. Mark Twain Boyhood  
Home & Museum
120 N. Main | 573-221-9010
2. Hannibal History Museum
200 N. Main | 573-248-1819
3. Karlocks Kars
114 S. Third | 573-719-3411

Landmark
1. Mark Twain Memorial  

Lighthouse
E. Rock Street
2. Lover’s Leap
1100 Birch Street
3. Tom & Huck Statue
North and Main Street
4. Admiral Coontz Armory
301 Warren Barrett Dr.

Park
1. Nipper Park

100 Broadway (Riverfront)
2. Central Park
450 Broadway
3. Kiwanis Park
150 Broadway (Riverfront)
4. Riverview Park
2000 Harrison Hill

Food
1. Chocolaterie Stam
103 N. Main | 573-221-0406

2. Java Jive
221 N. Main | 573-221-1017

Event Area
1. Hannibal Jaycees 
Tanyard Garden 
320 S. Third | 573-231-2787

Tourism
1. Hannibal Convention  
and Visitors Bureau

505 N. Third | 573-221-2477

Retail
1. Native American  
Trading Co.
115 N. Main | 573-248-3451
2. Danni Nicole’s
119 N. Main | 573-221-5066
3. Ava Goldworks
221 Center | 573-221-1928
4. Ralls County Clock Co.

207 N. Main | 573-221-4002
5. Mississippi Marketplace, LLC
217 N Main | 573-603-1063\
6. Main Street 101
101 N. Main | 573-221-4803
7. Encore Emporium
109 S. Fourth | 573-231-4922
8. Yu!
315 Broadway | 573-221-2480
9. Savannah’s
114 N. Main | 573-221-4800

10. Rags to Riches
219 Center | 573-248-8272
11. Ayers Pottery
308 N. Third | 573-221-6960

Medical
1. Hannibal  
Regional Hospital
6000 Hospital Dr. | 573-248-1300
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SERVICE DIRECTORY

AUDIOLOGY
Linda Carleton, MS, F-AAA

CARDIOLOGY
Pervez Alvi, MD
Shayibu Harruna, MD
Richard Valuck, MD
Kim Cordes, AGPCNP-BC

ENDOCRINOLOGY 
Purvi Parikh, MD

FAMILY MEDICINE
Hannibal

Erick Calmet, MD
Venkata Kada, MD
Adam Samaritoni, DO
Beth Brothers, FNP-C
Jeanette Greving, FNP-BC 
Sherry Masterson, FNP-BC 
Tatyana Rains, NP-C 
Kim Shaw, FNP-BC

Canton/LaGrange
Michael Tentori, DO 
Connie Dochterman, FNP-BC

Monroe City
Dale Zimmerman, DO 
Karen Grawe, DNP 

Pike Medical Clinics
Jan Onik, DO
Phillip Pitney, MD
Gene Smith, DO
Jennifer Chandler, FNP-BC
Sean Weaver, NP-C 

Shelbina
Michael Tentori, DO 
Lyreva Clark, NP-C

ADDITIONAL  
LOCATIONS

CANTON/LAGRANGE
FAMILY PRACTICE

1802 Elm Street 
Canton, MO 

573-288-5360

EXPRESS CARE  
AT WALMART

Inside Hannibal Walmart
3650 Stardust Drive 

Hannibal, MO 
573-231-0660

MONROE CITY
FAMILY PRACTICE

821 Business Hwy 24 East 
Monroe City , MO

573-735-2506

PIKE MEDICAL CLINICS
905 Hwy 161

Bowling Green, MO
573-324-2241

211 South 3rd Street 
Louisiana, MO 
573-754-5555

SHELBINA FAMILY
PRACTICE

400 South Center St. 
Shelbina , MO
573-588-4131

VISION INSTITUTE
175 Shinn Lane

Hannibal , MO
573-406-5730

HANNIBAL REGIONAL MEDICAL BUILDING      
GASTROENTEROLOGY 
Ashraf Almashhrawi, MD

GENERAL SURGERY 
John Roth, MD

GERIATRIC MEDICINE
Venkata Kada, MD
Melissa Reynolds, AGPCNP

HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY
Kristen Strasser, MD
Tori Greving, FNP-C

INTERNAL MEDICINE
Hassan Behniay, MD -  
                    “Dr. Hassan”
Hossein Behniaye, MD -  
                “Dr. Behniaye”
John Greving, DO
Mathew Strasser, DO
Kim Peters, ANP-BC

INTERVENTIONAL  
CARDIOLOGY
Shayibu Harruna, MD

NEUROLOGY
Brett Hosley, DO

OBSTETRICS/GYNECOLOGY 
John Bennett, MD 
Laura Maple, MD 
Julie Viehmann, DO 

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE
Gregory Henry, DO
Kim Cordes, AGPCNP-BC
Kim Shaw, FNP-BC

To start your journey to better health call 
573-629-3500

hannibalregionalmedicalgroup.org

6500 Hospital Drive | Hannibal, MO

OPHTHALMOLOGY 
Larry Wood, MD 

OPTOMETRY
Marshall Munch, OD
Kent Wolber, OD

OTOLARYNGOLOGY
Kevin Imhof, DO

PAIN MANAGEMENT
Luvell Glanton Jr., MD

PEDIATRICS
Deborah Baumann, MD
Barbara White, DO

PLASTIC SURGERY
Schuyler Metlis, MD

PODIATRY
Edward Cline, DPM

PULMONARY/ 
CRITICAL CARE
Pranav Parikh, MD
Sivatej Sarva, MD, Ph.D.

UROLOGY
Steven Cockrell, MD



FOLD SPINE

H
annibal Clinic has been awarded a three-year term of 
accreditation in computed tomography as the result of 
a recent review by the American College of Radiology. 
A CT scan — sometimes called a cat scan — is a non-
invasive medical test that helps physicians diagnose 

and tailor treatments for various medical conditions.
The ACR gold seal of accreditation represents the highest level of 

image quality and patient safety. It is awarded only to facilities meet-
ing ACR Practice Guidelines and Technical Standards after a peer-re-
view evaluation by board-certified physicians and medical physicists 

who are experts in the field. Image quality, personnel qualifications, 
adequacy of facility equipment, quality control procedures and qual-
ity assurance programs are assessed. The findings are reported to 
the ACR Committee on Accreditation, which subsequently provides 
the practice with a comprehensive report it can use for continuous 
practice improvement.

Hannibal Clinic Radiology Department Supervisor Cindy Stout  
said. “This accreditation proves our ongoing dedication to providing 
the best patient care. Patients can expect the best quality imaging 
services at Hannibal Clinic.” n

Hannibal Clinic earns ACR accreditation

H
annibal Clinic expanded its urology and urological 
surgery services through its partnership with Bless-
ing Physician Services. Dr. Garry 
Sandu and Dr. Austin DeRosa 
are accepting new patients at the 

clinic.
Sandhu specializes in the medical and surgical 

treatment of problems that may arise along the 
urinary tract and has a background in advanced 
laparoscopic and robotic surgery, urologic oncol-
ogy and cancer survivorship, men’s health and 
general urology. He  is board certified by the 
American Board of Urology and is a fellow of the 
Royal College of Surgeons of Canada. Sandhu completed his doctor of 
medicine and residency in urology at University of Manitoba, Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, Canada. He went on to complete a urologic oncology 
fellowship at Washington University School of Medicine. Before join-

ing Blessing Physician Services, Sandhu practiced urology at Wash-
ington University School of Medicine in St. Louis.

DeRosa also specializes in the medical and surgical treatment of 
problems that may arise along the urinary tract. His background 
is in urologic oncology, stone disease and general urology. DeRosa, 

who graduated from Tulane University School of 
Medicine in New Orleans, completed general sur-
gery training and a urology residency at Emory 
University Hospital in Atlanta. Following his resi-
dency, he completed a fellowship in minimally 
invasive oncology, which focused on robotic and 
endoscopic approaches to urologic cancers and 
reconstruction.

Conditions treated by a urologist might include 
urinary tract infections, urinary incontinence, 
overactive bladder, enlarged prostate, infertility, 

sexual dysfunction and  cancers throughout the urinary tract includ-
ing  kidney, bladder, prostate and testicular cancers. n

Clinic expands urological services

DeRosa Sandu

Surgeons Sandu and DeRosa will start accepting new patients

Award recognizes highest level of both image quality and patient safety

Health & Wellness Guide

|	 hannibalclinic.com

|	 hannibalclinic.com

Tribute to the Titanic
LaBinnah Bistro in fifth year celebrating elegant dining of storied ship

LaBinnah Bistro initiated its tribute, the Last 
Dinner on the Titanic, on the 100th anniversary — 
April 2012 — of the tragic end of the H.M.S. Titanic 
during its maiden voyage that began April 10, 1912.

It set sail and arrived at Cherbough to drop 
off and pick up more passengers. At 8:10 p.m. the 
Titanic set sail for Queenstown, Ireland, where she 
arrived the next morning at half past seven. This 
was Titanic’s last port of call. More passengers 
were taken on, and at 1:30 p.m. the Titanic set sail 
for New York City. At 11:40 p.m. on April 14, the 
H.M.S Titanic hit an iceberg that ripped a 100-me-
ter gash in her starboard side. By 2:20 a.m. April 
15, the ship had completely vanished. Of 2,207 
passengers and crew, only 706 survived.

Through their research, LaBinnah Bistro staff-
ers found the authentic dining options and recipes 
that were afforded to the Titanic’s first-class 
passengers, who daily  were treated to a five-hour 
dinner with 10 courses, each with 10 options.

The first-class Ritz dining room was modeled 
after the finest French hotel dining room of the 
period, and the dishes from its menus are classics 
of fine European cuisine.

This year’s much anticipated feast will be Tues-
day, April 11, and will offer five courses. The ambi-
ance will include crisp white table linens, candle-
light and period music, and guests are encouraged 
to dress in period attire. 

There is the possibility Molly Brown may make 
an appearance to relay her memories of the sink-
ing of the Titanic.

Cost of the dinner is $50 per person, and there 
are two seatings: 5 and 8 p.m. Reservations are 
recommended because seating is limited. 

More information is available at labinnahbistro.
com or by calling LaBinnah Bistro, 207 N. Fifth St., 
Hannibal at 573-221-8207. n

April 11 • 5 and 8 p.m.
LaBinnah Bistro, 207 N Fifth St.

|	By	Christopher	Bobeck
 labinnahbistro.com

Open 6:30-a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
A quality choice for your child’s education.

Call today (573) 221-0615
1317 Lyon Street in Hannibal

           St. John’s 
Lutheran School

2017-18 School Year
“Carrying the Truth of God’s Word - Building Disciples; Growing in Faith; Serving in Christ’s Name”

• Pre-K (starting at 2 year olds) - 8th Grade

• We feature a High 5 Class (Advanced Preschool) for those 
missing the August 1st Kindergarten cut-off date

• All Preschool teachers are certified

• Small teacher/student ratio

• State Licensed Preschool - Grade School and Middle School 
Accredited by the Missouri Non- Public School Accrediting 
Association - National Lutheran School Accreditation  

• Guest instructors for P.E. - Yoga, Personal Training,   
Tae Kwon Do, and Tumbling

• After School Clubs - Chess, Cooking, Board Games,     
Tone Chimes, Drama, Running, and Kind Kids

• One-on-one iPad classes for upper grades

• Chorus, band, and after-school sports available for       
Middle School Students

“Halo”	will	be	one	of	the	games	played	at	Power	Up	for	Avenues	on	April	1	at	Knights	of	
Columbus	Hall. Photo via IMDB.com

Bring friends, family and your favorite games April 1 to the 
Knights of Columbus Hall, 1 Columbus Road, for Power Up for Av-
enues. The day of gaming helps raise money for Avenues the Domestic 
Violence and Sexual Assault Victim Advocacy Agency.

Video game, board game and card game tournaments will be held 
throughout the day. Tournament games include Trivial Pursuit, 
Settlers of Catan, Halo, Fifa, Smash Bros., and Magic the Gathering. 
Other tournaments may be announced.

There is a $5 admission fee. Each tournament has a $5 entry fee, ex-
cept Magic, which is $10. There will be a $20 package that combines 
admission and entry into all tournaments.

Doors will open at 10 a.m. More information is available at av-
enueshelp.org/power-up-for-avenues/. n

Power Up for Avenues
SAturdAy, April 1 • 10 a.m.

Knights of Columbus Hall, 1 Columbus Road

Event filled with games will help raise money for group against domestic violence
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Museum
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Home & Museum
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2. Hannibal History Museum
200 N. Main | 573-248-1819
3. Karlocks Kars
114 S. Third | 573-719-3411

Landmark
1. Mark Twain Memorial  

Lighthouse
E. Rock Street
2. Lover’s Leap
1100 Birch Street
3. Tom & Huck Statue
North and Main Street
4. Admiral Coontz Armory
301 Warren Barrett Dr.

Park
1. Nipper Park

100 Broadway (Riverfront)
2. Central Park
450 Broadway
3. Kiwanis Park
150 Broadway (Riverfront)
4. Riverview Park
2000 Harrison Hill
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1. Chocolaterie Stam
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2. Java Jive
221 N. Main | 573-221-1017
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1. Hannibal Jaycees 
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320 S. Third | 573-231-2787
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1. Hannibal Convention  
and Visitors Bureau

505 N. Third | 573-221-2477
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1. Native American  
Trading Co.
115 N. Main | 573-248-3451
2. Danni Nicole’s
119 N. Main | 573-221-5066
3. Ava Goldworks
221 Center | 573-221-1928
4. Ralls County Clock Co.

207 N. Main | 573-221-4002
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217 N Main | 573-603-1063\
6. Main Street 101
101 N. Main | 573-221-4803
7. Encore Emporium
109 S. Fourth | 573-231-4922
8. Yu!
315 Broadway | 573-221-2480
9. Savannah’s
114 N. Main | 573-221-4800

10. Rags to Riches
219 Center | 573-248-8272
11. Ayers Pottery
308 N. Third | 573-221-6960

Medical
1. Hannibal  
Regional Hospital
6000 Hospital Dr. | 573-248-1300
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Thursday, April 27 | 8:00 am - 4:00 pm 
Hannibal Regional Hospital Mall Area 
located inside the main entrance of Hannibal Regional Hospital

Save 25% on your purchase at the Vision Expo
 Huge selection of frames!

For more information call 
573-406-5730

H
annibal Clinic surgeons, Dr. Aphrodite Henderson, 

Dr. Patricia Hirner and Dr. Melissa Matrisch have 

been recognized as trained surgeons for Hidden- 

Scar breast cancer surgery. Henderson, Hirner and 

Matrisch are the first in the area to perform this 

approach to breast cancer surgery that hides scars, effectively treating 

cancer while optimizing cosmetic results.

Each year, approximately 405,000 women are diagnosed with breast 

cancer that requires surgery. Breast cancer accounts for approximately 

one-third of all cancer diagnosed in Missouri.

Hidden-Scar surgical techniques allow the removal of cancerous tis-

sue through a single incision made in an inconspicuous area, preserving 

the natural shape of the breast while reducing visible scarring.

Additionally, Hannibal Clinic remains the only imaging facility with-

in a 90-mile radius to hold the American College of Radiology distinction 

of Breast Imaging Center of Excellence. The ACR gold seal of accredita-

tion represents the highest level of image quality and patient safety.

Performing breast cancer surgery through a smaller incision requires 

consistent illumination throughout the surgical cavity, so surgeons can 

clearly see and effectively remove the tumor. Hannibal Clinic surgeons 

are using Invuity’s Intelligent Photonics technology to improve their 

visibility during procedures such as lumpectomy and nipple- sparing 

mastectomy — enabling them to perform complex, in-demand surgeries 

with greater confidence, and give more women access to transformative 

options. n

Clinic surgeons trained in Hidden-Scar technique

Henderson Hirner Matrisch

|	 hannibalclinic.com

Health & Wellness Services Guide
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uincy Medical Group has received reaccredita-

tion by the QOPI Certification Program, an affili-

ate of the American Society of Clinical Oncology. 

QCP builds on ASCO’s Quality Oncology Practice 

Initiative, providing a three-year certification for 

outpatient hematology-oncology practices that meet 

nationally recognized standards for quality cancer care. 

“This recertification demonstrates our commitment to our patients 

to provide the highest quality of care,” said Diane Gerards, senior 

director, Medical Oncology Services with Quincy Medical Group. 

Quincy Medical Group first achieved certification in the spring of 

2013. In applying for recertification, Quincy Medical Group partici-

pated in a voluntary comprehensive site assessment against clearly 

specified standards that are consistent with national guidelines and 

was successful in meeting the standards and objectives of QCP.

“ASCO’s QOPI certification recognizes those oncology practices that 

are committed to delivering the highest quality of cancer care,” said 

ASCO President Daniel F. Hayes, MD, FASCO. “By achieving recertifi-

cation, these practices have demonstrated their commitment to qual-

ity and safety excellence in the care they deliver to patients, as well as 

to the continuous process of quality improvement.”

Quincy Medical Group recertified for cancer care
|	 quincymedgroup.com

Q

Health & Wellness Services Guide
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A Guiding Light in Health Care

   Levering Regional 
   Health Care Center

1734 Market Street, Hannibal

573-221-2930

Our compassionate 
team provides

Long-term care placement
Rehabilitation home services
Secure residential care
State-of-the-art therapy

Celebrating our 
25th Anniversary!

Dr. Bieniek, Dr. Bauman and Dr. Basho
927 Broadway, Suite 130 • Quincy, IL, 217-228-9422 

Dr. Bieniek
188 Medical Dr. • Hannibal, MO, 572-248-1010
www.RestoreMyLife.com

Dr. Basho, Dr. Bieniek, Dr. Burton, & Dr. Baumann 
188 Medical Dr. • Hannibal, MO, 573-248-1010

Dr. Basho, Dr. Bieniek, & Dr. Baumann 
927 Broadway, Suite 130 • Quincy, IL, 217-228-9422

QOPI is a voluntary self-assessment and improvement program 

launched by ASCO in 2006 to help hematology-oncology and medical 

oncology practices assess the quality of care they provide to patients. 

Through the QOPI program, practices abstract data from patients’ 

records up to twice per year and enter this information into a secure 

database. More than 900 oncology practices have registered for the 

QOPI program.

QOPI analyzes individual practice data and compares these to 

more than 160 evidence-based and consensus quality measures. The 

information is then provided in reports to participating practices.  

Individual practices are also able to compare their performance to 

data from other practices across the country. Based on this feedback, 

doctors and practices can identify areas for improvement.   

To become certified, practices submit to an evaluation of their 

entire practice and documentation standards. The QCP staff and 

steering group members then verify through on-site inspection that 

the evaluation and documents are correct and that the practices met 

core standards in areas of treatment, including:

• Treatment planning

• Staff training and education

• Chemotherapy orders and drug preparation

• Patient consent and education

• Safe chemotherapy administration

• Monitoring and assessment of patient well-being.

QOPI and the QCP are projects dedicated to innovative quality 

improvement programs. For more information, visit instituteforqual-

ity.org/qopi-qcp. 

To learn more about services at Quincy Medical Group Cancer Cen-

ter, visit quincymedgroup.com. 

About ASCO
Founded in 1964, the American Society of Clinical Oncology is 

committed to making a world of difference in cancer care. As the 

world’s leading organization of its kind, ASCO represents more than 

40,000 oncology professionals who care for people living with cancer. 

Through research, education and promotion of the highest-quality 

patient care, ASCO works to conquer cancer and create a world where 

cancer is prevented or cured, and every survivor is healthy. n

Health & Wellness Services Guide



Celebrating

60
Y E A R S
1957-2017

Quality Care from Our Family to Yours

Hannibal Clinic has proudly served the local 
community for 60 years with a progressive history 
since opening in 1957. What began as a forward 
thinking group of four doctors has evolved into a 
premier multi-specialty medical practice with over 
50 providers practicing in 20 specialties. 

At Hannibal Clinic, our patients are treated like 
individuals.  Our professional staff skillfully attends 
to the needs of each person as if they were our 
own family.  Providing the best care, including 
access to the best physicians and most advanced 
technology is the legacy that Hannibal Clinic will 
continue to maintain. 

Most recently, Hannibal Clinic opened a Sports 
Medicine Clinic, and welcomed a Neurologist 
specially trained in nerve conduction studies, 
the only to provide these services in Hannibal.  
Through affiliation with Blessing Hospital, 
Hannibal Clinic also expanded Cardiology and 
Urology services.  In our 60th year, we are proud 
to announce that Hannibal Clinic is continuing to 
grow and provide the very best patient care.  



Ambulatory Care Center (ACC)
Monday–Friday: 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

Saturday: 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Sunday: Noon to 6:00 p.m.

(573) 231-3900
No appointment necessary

Our Satellite Facilities
Bowling Green

710 Business 61 South
(573) 324-2063

Center
401 E Hwy 19

(573) 267-3318

Monroe City
400 N Main

(573) 735-4541

Palmyra
1811 S Main

573) 769-2231

Quality Care from Our Family to Yours

Hannibal Clinic is expanding access to women’s health services. 
Three Hannibal Clinic surgeons are now offering state-of-the-
art breast cancer surgery.  Dr. Aphrodite Henderson, Dr. Patricia 
Hirner, and Dr. Melissa Matrisch have been recognized as Hidden 
Scar™ trained surgeons for Hidden Scar™ Breast Cancer Surgery.  
This cutting edge advancement expands options for patients with 
a procedure that effectively treats the cancer while optimizing 
cosmetic results. 

In addition, Hannibal Clinic remains the only imaging facility 
within a 90 mile radius to hold the American College of Radiology 
distinction of ‘Breast Imaging Center of Excellence’. The ACR 
gold seal of accreditation represents the highest level of image 
quality and patient safety.  The exceptional women’s health care 
options available at Hannibal Clinic allow patients to receive the 
best care, locally.

Melissa
Matrisch, MD

Aphrodite
Henderson, MD 

Patricia
Hirner, MD

For more information about women’s health services or to schedule an appointment, 
call Hannibal Clinic at 573-221-5250.  
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T
yler Mudd, a 

Monroe County 

farmer, sees 

farming through 

a different lens. 

The University of Missouri gradu-

ate photographs everyday farm 

events with a keen eye for detail 

and lighting.

Mudd wasn’t always able to see 

the beauty of the land tilled by 

four generations of Mudd farmers.

He spent his freshman year 

of high school thinking that he 

would go blind.

Mudd developed Acanthamoe-

ba keratitis in his eyes during his 

freshman year. The rare, vision-

threatening, parasitic infection 

causes light sensitivity, blurred 

vision and a feeling that some-

thing is in your eye. It is most 

common in contact lens wearers.

Despite a dim prognosis 

from eye doctors, Mudd and his 

parents would not give up. They 

sought advice and hope from doc-

tors until one had treatment for 

the rare disease. Doctors implant-

ed corneas from organ donors into 

Mudd’s eyes so he could see. He 

likely will need additional surger-

ies and daily steroid drops for life.

Mudd daily celebrates the gift 

of sight.

“I don’t take it for granted,” he 

said. “I lost it and got it back.”

Mudd went on to earn a degree 

in agricultural engineering in 

2013, and married Megan, his 

high school sweetheart, in August 

2013. They returned to their 

hometown and the Mudd family 

farm. 

The Mudds invest in technology 

such as drones, precision planting 

and nutrient management. Mudd 

uses drones to take pictures for 

farm and fun. He started pho-

tography in 2014 when he began 

experimenting with Instagram to 

edit photos.

The camera on his new drone 

takes 12 megapixel pictures. It 

captures photos of areas where 

trucks compacted ground and 

where nutrients are needed. It 

also gives bird’s-eye views of 

grain augered into a grain truck 

at day’s end.

He uses his cellphone to photo-

graph everyday farm chores and 

events. When Mudd sees some-

thing interesting and the lighting 

is right, he stops, grabs a shot and 

uploads it to social media.

“Life inspires me,” he said. “So 

I’ll hop on the auger wagon to toss 

corn up in the sky 50 times until 

I get the picture I want. I’ll stop 

the combine just before dusk and 

walk 60 feet into standing beans 

to frame that machine against a 

breathtaking sunset. I do it be-

cause I haven’t always been able 

to do it. I do it because I may not 

always be able to do it.”

Mudd says he likes sharing 

his photos to remind others to 

slow down and enjoy the beauty 

around them. He also takes pho-

tos for himself to honor the people 

who donated corneas so that he 

might see the beauty of life.

“I appreciate the details — the 

little things,” he said. “I know 

what it’s like to have those things 

taken from you. Thankfully, I also 

know what it’s like to get them 

back.” n

Vision for future
Donated corneas give Monroe County farmer eye for detail

|	By	Linda	Whelan	Geist
 quincymedgroup.com

About donations
Donations of corneas 

made it possible for Tyler 

Mudd to farm and photo-

graph. He encourages others 

to consider making dona-

tions of organs and tissues.

It’s recommended that 

those wishing to donate 

sign the back of their driver’s 

license with permanent black 

ink and tell family and friends, 

physician and faith leader 

about the choice to donate.

The webste organdonoor.

gov has information about 

donating vital organs and 

tissues for transplants.

Dr. Eric Sieck
With Quincy Medical 

Group since 1999, Dr. Eric 

Sieck treated Tyler Mudd. 

Sieck is a board certified 

ophthalmologist, and his 

medical and research 

interests include cornea 

transplants, cataract surgery, 

laser-assisted cataract sur-

gery, advanced technology 

lens implants and glaucoma 

surgery. A native of Rolla, 

Mo., he received his medical 

degree from the University of 

Missouri-Kansas City School 

of Medicine and completed 

his residency in ophthalmol-

ogy at Fitzsimons Army 

Medical Center in Aurora, 

Colo., and his fellowship in 

cornea transplantation at 

Harvard Medical School 

Massachusetts Eye and Ear 

Infirmary. n

LEARN  
MORE
8
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Growing up in the mountains of Colorado, Dr. Kimberly Dionysus 

came to appreciate her surroundings.

“I’m a big outdoor person, so I try to spend as much time outside as 

I can,” Dionysus said.

From her upbringing in Colorado, she has found herself living all 

across the United States, landing in Quincy in 

2015.  

She has grown to love the coziness of Quincy 

and its historic culture and architecture. She and 

her family live in one of Quincy’s historic homes 

and spend much of their free time working on 

renovations. Dionysus is a clinical neuropsychol-

ogist at Quincy Medical Group. A neuropsycholo-

gist specializes in the area of the brain-behavior 

relationships. That means a neuropsychologist 

is educated in brain anatomy, brain function and brain injury or 

disease. 

Individuals can expect an evaluation that consists of a three-step 

process during three separate clinic visits, as follows:

First visit: Comprehensive clinical interview with individual and 

family member.

Second visit: Formal objective testing.

Third visit: Feedback session, during which a formal report will be 

provided

“In meeting with a patient I’m not just looking at one aspect. It’s a 

combination of several things,” Dionysus said. “It’s rewarding to take 

those pieces, put them together, and share the results with the patient 

and move forward with a plan.”  

Neuropsychological assessment is indicated when changes in think-

ing are suspected because of conditions including, but not limited to, 

stroke, concussion, substance abuse, Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s 

disease, mild cognitive impairment and pain management.  

Dionysus cites education as a key aspect in working with her pa-

tients.

“A patient may be coming to me after surgery or a diagnosis not 

understanding what that means for them. Education puts people at 

ease,” she said. “We should all be familiar with our physical and men-

tal health. It’s that knowledge that helps us make those next steps.”

More information is available by calling 217-222-6550, ext. 3418, or 

visiting quincymedgroup.com. n

Doctor focuses  
on brain behavior

Dionysus

D
r. Michael Nellestein has joined the physician 

team of Blessing Physician Services at the Bless-

ing Health Center, 927 Broadway in Quincy. 

Nellestein offers a full spectrum of minimally 

invasive treatment for vein problems including 

varicose veins and spider veins.  

Nellestein is a board certified cardiovas-

cular surgeon who has lived and practiced in 

Saint Joseph, Mo., since 1998.  

“When you are going to trust someone to 

take care of you, board certification is criti-

cal,” Nellestein said. “I am a board-certified 

surgeon, comfortable with the surgical aspect 

of vein care as well as the medical aspect of 

vein care with 25 years experience dealing 

with a multitude of other medical problems. 

Those credentials afford me the opportunity to take care of people 

the best way possible.”

“There are free-standing clinics. I am sure they all do a good 

job,” he said. “What we are going to do is the best job. “

More information is available at BlessingPhysicianServices.

org/VeinClinic.

Nellestein earned his medical degree from Uniformed Services 

University of the Health Sciences in Bethesda, Md. His gen-

eral surgery training was at Bethesda National Naval Medical 

Center in Washington, D.C., and his cardiothoracic training was 

completed at St. Luke’s hospital in Kansas City, Mo. He had a 

distinguished 25-year career with the United States Navy and is a 

retired Navy captain.

Nellestein earlier worked at Heartland Regional Medical 

Center/Mosaic from 1998 to 2014 where, over time, he held posi-

tions as medical director of cardiothoracic surgery and vascular 

surgery. Additionally, he developed the existing vein clinic at 

Mosaic, which he left in 2014 to work for Vein Clinics of America 

in Overland Park, Kan. n

Blessing Physician  
Services offers new care  
specialty: Vein Clinic

Nellestein

|	 quincymedgroup.com

|	 blessinghospital.org
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Blessing Hospital is prepared to meet 

the region’s surgical needs into the future 

with the completion of its year-long Surgical 

Services expansion project. In February, a 

hybrid operating room hosted its first pro-

cedure and the new multipurpose operating 

room opened. 

The additional surgical suites enhance 

the quality and safety of surgical services, 

retain surgeons currently serving the region 

and attract new ones, and bring new types of 

procedures to the community. A virtual tour 

of the spaces may be viewed at blessinghos-

New operating rooms
Blessing Hospital expands with new multipurpose OR
|	 blessinghospital.org
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pital.org/surgery.

Leading-edge technology
Hybrid ORs combine the 

features of a traditional surgi-

cal suite with advanced imaging 

capabilities needed to perform the 

latest minimally invasive surgical 

procedures. The combination of 

equipment in one room creates 

a care environment dedicated 

to complex, minimally invasive 

procedures with the ability to 

convert to an open procedure 

surgical suite. 

“Our hybrid room is really 

cutting-edge technology in terms 

of what is necessary for vascular 

surgeries and even some cardiac 

procedures,” said Elliot Kuida, 

MPH, Blessing Hospital chief 

operating officer. 

“The hybrid OR benefits the 

patient immensely,” Kuida said. 

“There is no delay or downtime 

for the patient while they are un-

der anesthesia. The hybrid room 

allows for enhanced imaging 

before, during and after a specific 

surgical procedure.”

Tim Smith, DO, vascular 

surgeon, Quincy Medical Group 

and Blessing Hospital medical 

staff, is a key member of the team 

that researched and designed the 

hybrid OR.

“This OR makes care safer and 

more comfortable for patients,” 

Smith said. “We would do an 

angiogram, the diagnostic proce-

dure, and then schedule the pa-

tient for the surgery they need at 

a later date. The hybrid OR allows 

us to do the diagnostic procedure 

and immediately perform the 

surgery needed without another 

hospital visit for the patient.

“A number of procedures now 

are part open procedure and part 

endovascular procedure or mini-

mally invasive,” he continued.

A key feature of the hybrid 

OR is the latest, robotic imaging 

system.

“Imaging is 10 times or more 

improved. Blessing’s hybrid OR 

has the same imaging system 

used at the University of Illinois,” 

Smith said. 

“The hybrid room is something 

you see at hospitals at university 

centers. We brought that technol-

ogy here to Quincy.”

Provides more space 
The size of the multipurpose 

OR, compared to the other 

multipurpose ORs in Blessing’s 

Surgery Department, better 

meets the needs of trauma and 

orthopedic cases, which often 

require the use of large surgical 

and imaging equipment.

“We are extraordinarily 

excited about this room,” said 

Rena Stewart, MD, orthopedic 

traumatologist, Quincy Medi-

cal Group and Blessing Hospital 

medical staff. “It increases the 

capacity to do operations at 

Blessing; we are becoming such 

a busy regional trauma center 

that capacity is important. 

“It’s a true multipurpose room, 

designed at the highest stan-

dards for every type of surgery 

we want to do within it. The 

growth in OR capacity and so-

phistication reflects our growth 

in surgical talent in the commu-

nity,” she said.

Harsha Polavarapu, MD, gen-

eral and colorectal surgeon and 

member of the Blessing Hospital 

Board of Trustees, said, “Having 

this state-of-the art technology 

in our community speaks about 

the commitment of our board to 

our mission — which is to pro-

vide excellent care and improve 

the health of the community.”  

The expansion project brings 

the total number of operating 

rooms at Blessing’s 11th Street 

campus in Quincy to 10 and 

allows all surgical suites to be 

best equipped for specialized 

procedures. Blessing also oper-

ates three outpatient ORs at the 

Blessing Surgery Center located 

in the Quincy Medical Group 

office complex. Blessing Hospital 

performed more than 16,500 sur-

gical procedures in 2016. n

“Our hybrid room 
is really cutting-
edge technology 
in terms of what is 
necessary for vas-
cular surgeries and 
even some cardiac 
procedures.”

 Elliot Kuida
Blessing Hospital chief operating 

officer

“Imaging is 10 times 
or more improved. 
Blessing’s hybrid 
OR has the same 
imaging system 
used at the  
University  
of Illinois.” 

Tim Smith
Quincy Medical Group and Blessing  

Hospital vascular surgeon 

“Having this  
state-of-the art  
technology in our 
community  
speaks about the 
commitment of 
our board to our 
mission — which is 
to provide excellent 
care and improve 
the health of the 
community.”

Harsha Polavarapu
general and colorectal surgeon and 

member of the Blessing Hospital 
Board of Trustees 
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B
lessing Health System and 

Hannibal Clinic have an-

nounced an affiliation agree-

ment that will allow them to 

work more closely together to 

enhance clinical programs and services, to im-

prove access to quality health care and to lower 

health care costs.

Leaders of both organizations have identi-

fied initial areas of joint effort including 

expansion of clinic services, particularly in 

rural areas; coordinated recruitment of physi-

cian specialties; and attracting and retaining 

health care providers to address the challeng-

ing health care needs of the region.

“At Blessing Health System, we are commit-

ted to providing services that are convenient, 

accessible and vital to our mission to improve 

life,” said Maureen Kahn, president and CEO 

of Blessing Health System. “As a leading health 

care provider in the region, it is our goal to 

work cooperatively with physicians and other 

providers who share our commitment to deliv-

ering superior outcomes, innovative care, high 

levels of service and greater choice for patients 

and employers on both sides of the river.”

Hannibal Clinic is a 50-provider multi-

specialty group offering patient care from its 

main facility in Hannibal and satellite facilities 

in northeast Missouri. Blessing Health System 

is the parent company of Blessing Hospital in 

Quincy, and Blessing Physician Services, with 

100-plus multispecialty providers. Together, 

they offer more than 150 of the finest, high-

quality providers available in the region.

“With this affiliation, Hannibal Clinic’s 

patients will have regional access to even more 

advanced specialty care, while ensuring that 

high quality care remains local and close to 

home,” said Dr. Erik Meidl, president and CEO 

of Hannibal Clinic.

Blessing Hospital offers cardiology services 

in Quincy, which include cardiac catheteriza-

tion, open heart surgery and a recently opened 

electrophysiology lab that helps patients ad-

dress irregular cardiac rhythms. Blessing also 

offers a newly created hybrid operating room 

with advanced imaging and robotic surgery. 

Hannibal Clinic recently added a multi-

disciplinary sports medicine clinic, the only 

one of its kind in the region; has seen several 

of its general surgeons attend Hidden Scar 

training for breast cancer surgery techniques 

that lead to optimal clinical and aesthetic out-

comes; and has successfully recruited a new 

neurologist to the area, in order to address an 

otherwise unmet community need.

Blessing and Hannibal Clinic have had a 

relationship since January 2009 through par-

ticipation in a durable medical equipment and 

supply business in Hannibal operated by Den-

man Services, an affiliate of Blessing Health 

System. Also, Blessing Physician Services, in 

conjunction with Hannibal Clinic, expanded 

access in northeast Missouri for cardiology 

care in 2016.  “This affiliation will provide a 

platform upon which the Hannibal Clinic and 

Blessing Health System can continue to build 

and extend innovative ways of providing care 

to the community,” said Meidl.

“As a progressive, independent health sys-

tem, Blessing Health System works to create 

relationships to strengthen health care in the 

region,” said Kahn. “We currently have affilia-

tions with Scotland County Hospital, Chad-

dock and Advance Physical Therapy as well as 

an association with Fort Madison Community 

Hospital in Keokuk.” she said.  

Blessing Health System is a participant in 

the BJC Collaborative, a partnership among 

health care systems throughout Illinois, Mis-

souri and Eastern Kansas. The collaborative 

was founded by BJC HealthCare (St. Louis), 

Memorial Health System (Springfield, Ill.), 

Saint Luke’s Health System (Kansas City) and 

CoxHealth (Springfield, Mo.) to improve the 

quality and efficiency of health care in the 

region. While remaining independent, member 

and participant organizations collaborate to 

achieve savings, deploy clinical programs 

and services to improve access to and quality 

of health care for patients, lower health care 

costs, and create additional efficiencies that 

will benefit patients and communities. n

Blessing, Hannibal Clinic announce affiliation
Joint effort helps build innovative ways to provide care and services

Hannibal Clinic President and CEO Erik Meidl and Blessing Health System President and CEO Maureen Kahn talk during a 
press conference at Hannibal Clinic, during which they discussed affiliation agreement. Photo by Michael Kipley

|	 blessinghospital.org
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D
octors Austin DeRosa and 
Garry Sandhu, Blessing 
Physician Services, are 
the area’s only fellowship-
trained urologists.

What does that mean? It means the doctors 
invested two additional years after medical 
school and residency to focus on the mini-
mally invasive treatment of urologic cancers.  

What does that mean to you? It means 
access to the latest care without leaving the 
area.

Helping the doctors change the lives of 
their patients is the daVinci surgical system 
at Blessing Hospital. The daVinci has four 
arms — one holds a tiny camera, and the 
other arms hold surgical instruments. 
Instead of the large incision required with 
traditional open surgery, the daVinci arms 
work through small incisions — about the 
size of a dime — with the arms of daVinci 
controlled by the surgeon from a console in 
the operating room.  

Not every patient or condition is a can-
didate for daVinci-assisted surgery. How-
ever, patients who are daVinci candidates 
experience less pain, less blood loss, a shorter 
hospital stay and quicker recovery time. The 
technology also provides outstanding visu-
alization, featuring a camera that displays 
the surgical area magnified up to 10 times in 
high definition.  

Changing family history
Randal Brewer has lived with chronic 

kidney disease for years. When his doctor 
told him he had kidney cancer, it was not a 
surprise, yet the diagnosis hit him particu-
larly hard.

“My mother died of kidney cancer,” Brewer 
said. “I was really scared.”

“A lot of patients are offered a radical 
nephrectomy (removal of the entire kidney) 
when they have a small renal mass, which is 
not good for the patient’s renal function and 
life expectancy,” DeRosa said.

He suggested Brewer undergo a partial 
nephrectomy using the daVinci system. 

“Partial nephrectomy preserves renal 
function as best as possible,” the doctor said. 
“That’s very important in the older popula-
tion prone to diabetes or high blood pressure. 
They need as many nephrons (cells of the 
kidney) as possible.”

Nephrons are the filtering structure in 
the kidney. Each kidney contains more than 
a million tiny filtering nephrons that help 

clean the blood — removing excess water, 
wastes and other substances  — and return 
other elements, such as sodium, potassium or 
phosphorus, when they run low in the body.

“Nephron-sparing surgery means remov-
ing only the tumor and not the entire kidney,” 
DeRosa said. 

Brewer was the first Blessing patient to un-
dergo a robotic-assisted partial nephrectomy.

“After surgery, he came up to my room 
and said, ‘We got it,’ ” Brewer recalled of his 
encounter with DeRosa after the procedure. 
“I was relieved to hear that.”

Brewer continued: “I love Dr. DeRosa. He 

FOLD SPINE

217-223-1200
BlessingHealthSystem.org

Open 6 days a week
with appointments 

during normal & 
extended business hours

Open 24/7
365 days a year

Open 7 days a week, 
6am-10pm

Including 
ALL Holidays

Open 24/7 
365 days a year

Call (217) 224-6423 
for appointments. 
Same day or next day 
appointments may be 

available.

Download the 
Blessing Care 

on Demand App or call 
1-844-9DOCNOW. 

Walk-In Only 
no appointment 

needed

CALL 911 
IN AN 

EMERGENCY

Offices located in 
Quincy, Palmyra, Kahoka, 

Golden, Pittsfield and 
Hamilton-Warsaw

BlessingCareOnDemand.
com

Blessing Hospital 
11th & Broadway

look for the 
Blue Awning

Blessing Hospital
11th & Broadway

PRIMARY 
CARE

ONLINE 
VISITS

WALK-IN
CLINIC

EMERGENCY 
DEPARTMENT

KNOW WHERE TO GO

feels they might need a piece of equipment, it is important to make 
an appointment with a health care provider to discuss the need. Justi-
fication for the product must be included in the patient’s notes.  

It is also extremely important to let a health care provider know at 
each visit the medical equipment or supplies you are using. Just as a 
list of medications/supplements needs to be discussed, so does your 
medical equipment and/or supplies. Most payer sources require evi-
dence, through patient notes, that equipment and supplies are needed 
and are being used.

Medicare billing changes
Due to the Affordable Care Act, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 

Services has implemented competitive bid rates throughout the United 
States. Competitive bid rates is the amount of money Medicare now 
pays toward medical equipment/supplies. The new rates do not always 
cover the cost to acquire equipment/supplies.  If the cost is not covered, 
the DME provider will bill items non-assign, which means the Medi-
care recipient pays up front and Medicare reimburses them if docu-
mentation exists to show they qualified for the equipment or supplies.

 
Read the fine print

Medicare replacement plans may have different coverage criteria 
than standard Medicare. Medicare supplemental insurance follows 
Medicare guidelines. Insurance policies vary. It is important to read 
the fine print to know exactly what is covered with each plan. 

Before making any changes with your Medicare Part B coverage 
(switching from traditional Medicare to a replacement plan — or 
switching replacement plans, etc.) — be sure to talk to your DME 
provider. If you have any equipment being rented from Medicare, or 
supplies being billed to Medicare, changing plans may affect payment. 
And, always ensure your DME provider has the most recent Medicare/
Medicaid/Insurance information.

No guarantee 
Specific guidelines and verbiage are required for most pieces of du-

rable medical equipment. It is important to remember a doctor’s order 
does not guarantee payment. Patients should contact their durable 
medical equipment supplier with specific questions regarding cover-
age of a piece of equipment. n

Continues FRom 32
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Doctors Austin DeRosa, left, and Garry Sandhu demonstrate the daVinci surgical system at Blessing Hospital in Quincy. 
submitted Photo

DeRosa, Sandhu and daVinci
Doctors, surgical system changing lives at Blessing Hospital

Continues on 32
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SPINE FOLD

VEIN CLINIC
Now offering the full spectrum of treatment for vein problems, 
including varicose and spider veins. Unlike many other vein treatment 
facilities, our clinic is run by a board-certified cardiovascular surgeon. 
In-office treatments • Minimally invasive • State-of-the-art techniques

PLASTIC & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY
Offering a full range of cosmetic and reconstructive treatment  
options, including procedures and services such as facial plastic  
surgery, breast surgery, eyelid surgery, injectables and dermal fillers.
Face • Breast • Body • Minimally Invasive 

UNCOVER 
the beauty within

MICHAEL NELLESTEIN, MD, FACS
• Board-Certified Cardiovascular Surgeon
• Over 25 years of experience
• Specializing in venous disease management

WARREN HAGAN, MD
• Board-Certified Plastic Surgeon
• Over 30 years of experience, including teaching
• Specializing in surgical & non-surgical aesthetic treatments

At Blessing Physician Services, we are dedicated to improving  
your health. We understand your outward appearance can  
have a big impact on how you feel inside. Our provider team 
now includes board-certified surgeons specializing in plastic and 
reconstructive surgery and vein problems. You can feel confident 
in our physicians, as they are experts in their respective fields. 

Whether you are seeking treatment for cosmetic improvement, 
reconstruction or relief from pain, we use the highest standard 
of care to address your unique concerns. We are dedicated to 
allowing you to look and feel your very best at every stage of life.

AUDIOLOGY
217-214-3844
Lauren A. Welch, AuD

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
217-224-4453
Schvon Cummings, MD
Erin Humphrey, DO 
Bejoy John, MD
Lee Johnson, MD 
Salvador Sanchez, MD   
Ronald St. Hill, MD 
Lanny Stiles, DO 
Rochell Sharpe, NP 
Sean Miller, LCSW
Eric Schultz, LCSW
Tracy Prow, LCPC

CARDIOLOGY
217-214-3424
Sara Baig, MD
John Hammock, MD, FACC, FHRS
Steven Krause, DO, MHA, FACOI
Eliot Nissenbaum, DO, FACC, FCCP
Irving Schwartz, MD, FACC
Rachana Adhikari, NP-BC
Shanna Dierker, NP

COLORECTAL SURGERY
217-214-3447
Harsha Polavarapu, MD, FACS
Nicollette Haubrich, NP

DERMATOLOGY
217-214-6250
1132 Broadway, Quincy
Louis Quintero, MD

EAR, NOSE, THROAT
217-214-3844 
Douglas Phan, MD

EMPLOYER & SPORTS CLINIC
217-223-8400 Ext. 7950
Cesar Arguelles, MD
James Daniels, MD
Brenda Ellingson, NP
Erica Miller, PA
Nicki Stewart, PA-C

FAMILY MEDICINE
217-214-6200
Tim Beth, DO
Daniel Child, DO
Matthew Cormier, DO 
Andrew Dunn, DO
Steven Ginos, MD
Michael Kirkpatrick, MD
David Lockhart, MD
Ochuele Odumosu, MD
Oluwaseun Odumosu, MD 
Crystal Perry, MD
Jason Sharp, MD
Jonathan Wilford, DO, MPH
Julie Barry, APN
Mary Logsdon, NP
Sara Martin, FNP
Ashley Pollock, NP
Becky Reed, NP

GASTROENTEROLOGY
217-214-6230
Daniel Moore, MD
Asad Rafiq, MD
Mandy Brummel, NP

GENERAL SURGERY
217-214-3447
Emmanuel Bessay, MD-PhD
Javeed Khan, MD

INTERNAL MEDICINE
217-214-3801
Abby Reich, MD, FAAP, FACP

NEPHROLOGY
217-223-8400 Ext. 7870
Elyas Safar, MD 
Roula Tanios, MD

NEUROLOGY
217-214-6240
Walid Hafez, MD
Luis E. Zayas, MD, PT 

OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY
217-214-3830
Jessica Curry, MD
Gina Dietrich, DO
Mark Hensley, MD
Elena Oatey, DO
Pam Phillips Friye, DO

 

PEDIATRICS
217-214-9600
Loretta Baustian, DO
Liz E. Contreras, MD
Pierre Raad, MD
Abby Reich, MD, FAAP, FACP 
Charone Tolbert, MD

PHYSICAL MEDICINE  
& REHABILITATION
217-214-3469
John DeGuzman, MD
Carol Espejo, MD

PLASTIC SURGERY
217-214-6255
1132 Broadway, Quincy
Warren Hagan, MD

PODIATRY
217-214-3823
Duane Hanzel, DPM
Brock Swanson, DPM

PULMONOLOGY & 
SLEEP MEDICINE
217-214-6267
Venu Reddy, MD
Nanjappa Somanna, MD

UROLOGY
217-214-3460
Austin DeRosa, MD
Richard O’Halloran, MD
Garry Sandhu, MD 

VEIN CLINIC
217-214-9611
Michael Nellestein, MD, FACS

HAMILTON-WARSAW CLINIC
217-256-4100
Christina Metternich, NP
Teresa Metzger, CNP

PALMYRA CLINIC
573-769-3710
Amy North, DO
Traci Kline, CNP

KAHOKA MEDICAL CLINIC
660-727-3377
John Beckert, DO
Brigitte Cormier, DO

As your family grows, you need healthcare options that grow with you. 
Blessing Physician Services has grown to over 90 providers, consisting 
of primary care and specialty care providers working together to care 
for you and your family when and where you need it. 

To schedule a consultation 
or learn more, call 217-224-6423.

Continues FRom 1

Medical equipment coverage not always clear-cut
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was patient with me, explained things 
so I could understand and was quick to 
answer questions. I would recommend him 
to anyone.”

‘One very sick man’
Lee Roy Crider says a headache brought 

him to see his primary care doctor. It also 
led him to become a “first” at Blessing Hos-
pital.

“My husband was one very sick man,” 
said Lee Roy’s wife, Cathy. In addition to 
the headache, she said, her husband’s blood 
pressure exploded, he felt nauseated, his 
appetite disappeared, he alternated between 
exhaustion and sleeplessness, experienced 
pain in the right side of his body in the abdo-
men and back, and his personality changed.

“You didn’t know what each day was go-

ing to bring,” Cathy Crider recalled.
Medical tests indicated the adrenal gland 

on Lee Roy’s right kidney was enlarged and 
growing.

The adrenal glands sit on top of each 
kidney, producing hormones a person can-
not live without, including epinephrine and 
norepinephrine, hormones responsible for 
the “fight or flight” response when the body 
is stressed. 

The diseased gland was pumping out 
an excessive amount of epinephrine and 
norepinephrine, leading to Crider’s debilitat-
ing symptoms. He needed surgery to remove 
the suspicious gland and was a candidate 
for the daVinci procedure. Sandhu joined 
Blessing from Washington University in St. 
Louis, where he frequently had performed 
the procedure.

“It’s a unique case because when this is 
a concern, you also have to be very delicate 

during surgery to not manipulate the mass 
too much, otherwise the patient’s blood 
pressure could spike because of the release 
of the excessive amount of hormones it is 
producing,” Sandhu said.

“Because daVinci offers better visualiza-
tion, the diseased gland is manipulated less 
than it would be during open surgery,” he 
said.  

Three days after surgery, Crider was 
home.

“I was surprised. I thought it would take 
longer,” he said. “I am grateful.” 

One more piece of good news — Crider’s 
tumor was noncancerous.

“He had a smile on his face from ear-to-
ear,” said Crider when Sandhu gave him the 
news. n

M
edicare/Medicaid/Insurance does not pay for an 
item simply because a patient needs it and has a 
doctor’s order. Unfortunately, some items are not 
covered whether a health care provider writes a 
prescription or not. 

Medicare/Medicaid/insurance guidelines
Medicare has specific guidelines. Most insurances, especially Medi-

care supplements and Medicare replacement plans, follow Medicare 
guidelines. Medicaid varies; sometimes coverage follows Medicare 
guidelines and sometimes not.

Bathroom equipment such as shower seats, transfer benches and 
grab bars are not covered by Medicare, and are seldom covered by 
insurance. 

If a recipient qualifies, it is possible Medicare will pay for a hospital 
bed, trapeze, walker, wheelchair, oxygen, CPAP/BiPAP, nebulizer and 
other equipment that the person needs at home. Medicare also may 
cover catheters, diabetic strips, wound care and ostomy products if 
a recipient qualifies and the DME provider has the necessary docu-
mentation from the ordering physician. Enteral feeding products are 
covered if proper documentation is received and the supplements are 

the sole source of nutrition for a person who is unable to swallow.
 

Face-to-face visits required
Effective with passage of the Affordable Care Act, most pieces of 

medical equipment require a face-to-face visit for coverage. If a person 
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SPINE FOLD

VEIN CLINIC
Now offering the full spectrum of treatment for vein problems, 
including varicose and spider veins. Unlike many other vein treatment 
facilities, our clinic is run by a board-certified cardiovascular surgeon. 
In-office treatments • Minimally invasive • State-of-the-art techniques

PLASTIC & RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY
Offering a full range of cosmetic and reconstructive treatment  
options, including procedures and services such as facial plastic  
surgery, breast surgery, eyelid surgery, injectables and dermal fillers.
Face • Breast • Body • Minimally Invasive 

UNCOVER 
the beauty within

MICHAEL NELLESTEIN, MD, FACS
• Board-Certified Cardiovascular Surgeon
• Over 25 years of experience
• Specializing in venous disease management

WARREN HAGAN, MD
• Board-Certified Plastic Surgeon
• Over 30 years of experience, including teaching
• Specializing in surgical & non-surgical aesthetic treatments

At Blessing Physician Services, we are dedicated to improving  
your health. We understand your outward appearance can  
have a big impact on how you feel inside. Our provider team 
now includes board-certified surgeons specializing in plastic and 
reconstructive surgery and vein problems. You can feel confident 
in our physicians, as they are experts in their respective fields. 

Whether you are seeking treatment for cosmetic improvement, 
reconstruction or relief from pain, we use the highest standard 
of care to address your unique concerns. We are dedicated to 
allowing you to look and feel your very best at every stage of life.

AUDIOLOGY
217-214-3844
Lauren A. Welch, AuD

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
217-224-4453
Schvon Cummings, MD
Erin Humphrey, DO 
Bejoy John, MD
Lee Johnson, MD 
Salvador Sanchez, MD   
Ronald St. Hill, MD 
Lanny Stiles, DO 
Rochell Sharpe, NP 
Sean Miller, LCSW
Eric Schultz, LCSW
Tracy Prow, LCPC

CARDIOLOGY
217-214-3424
Sara Baig, MD
John Hammock, MD, FACC, FHRS
Steven Krause, DO, MHA, FACOI
Eliot Nissenbaum, DO, FACC, FCCP
Irving Schwartz, MD, FACC
Rachana Adhikari, NP-BC
Shanna Dierker, NP

COLORECTAL SURGERY
217-214-3447
Harsha Polavarapu, MD, FACS
Nicollette Haubrich, NP

DERMATOLOGY
217-214-6250
1132 Broadway, Quincy
Louis Quintero, MD

EAR, NOSE, THROAT
217-214-3844 
Douglas Phan, MD
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Daniel Child, DO
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Steven Ginos, MD
Michael Kirkpatrick, MD
David Lockhart, MD
Ochuele Odumosu, MD
Oluwaseun Odumosu, MD 
Crystal Perry, MD
Jason Sharp, MD
Jonathan Wilford, DO, MPH
Julie Barry, APN
Mary Logsdon, NP
Sara Martin, FNP
Ashley Pollock, NP
Becky Reed, NP

GASTROENTEROLOGY
217-214-6230
Daniel Moore, MD
Asad Rafiq, MD
Mandy Brummel, NP

GENERAL SURGERY
217-214-3447
Emmanuel Bessay, MD-PhD
Javeed Khan, MD

INTERNAL MEDICINE
217-214-3801
Abby Reich, MD, FAAP, FACP

NEPHROLOGY
217-223-8400 Ext. 7870
Elyas Safar, MD 
Roula Tanios, MD

NEUROLOGY
217-214-6240
Walid Hafez, MD
Luis E. Zayas, MD, PT 

OBSTETRICS & GYNECOLOGY
217-214-3830
Jessica Curry, MD
Gina Dietrich, DO
Mark Hensley, MD
Elena Oatey, DO
Pam Phillips Friye, DO

 

PEDIATRICS
217-214-9600
Loretta Baustian, DO
Liz E. Contreras, MD
Pierre Raad, MD
Abby Reich, MD, FAAP, FACP 
Charone Tolbert, MD

PHYSICAL MEDICINE  
& REHABILITATION
217-214-3469
John DeGuzman, MD
Carol Espejo, MD

PLASTIC SURGERY
217-214-6255
1132 Broadway, Quincy
Warren Hagan, MD

PODIATRY
217-214-3823
Duane Hanzel, DPM
Brock Swanson, DPM

PULMONOLOGY & 
SLEEP MEDICINE
217-214-6267
Venu Reddy, MD
Nanjappa Somanna, MD

UROLOGY
217-214-3460
Austin DeRosa, MD
Richard O’Halloran, MD
Garry Sandhu, MD 

VEIN CLINIC
217-214-9611
Michael Nellestein, MD, FACS

HAMILTON-WARSAW CLINIC
217-256-4100
Christina Metternich, NP
Teresa Metzger, CNP

PALMYRA CLINIC
573-769-3710
Amy North, DO
Traci Kline, CNP

KAHOKA MEDICAL CLINIC
660-727-3377
John Beckert, DO
Brigitte Cormier, DO

As your family grows, you need healthcare options that grow with you. 
Blessing Physician Services has grown to over 90 providers, consisting 
of primary care and specialty care providers working together to care 
for you and your family when and where you need it. 

To schedule a consultation 
or learn more, call 217-224-6423.
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was patient with me, explained things 
so I could understand and was quick to 
answer questions. I would recommend him 
to anyone.”

‘One very sick man’
Lee Roy Crider says a headache brought 

him to see his primary care doctor. It also 
led him to become a “first” at Blessing Hos-
pital.

“My husband was one very sick man,” 
said Lee Roy’s wife, Cathy. In addition to 
the headache, she said, her husband’s blood 
pressure exploded, he felt nauseated, his 
appetite disappeared, he alternated between 
exhaustion and sleeplessness, experienced 
pain in the right side of his body in the abdo-
men and back, and his personality changed.

“You didn’t know what each day was go-

ing to bring,” Cathy Crider recalled.
Medical tests indicated the adrenal gland 

on Lee Roy’s right kidney was enlarged and 
growing.

The adrenal glands sit on top of each 
kidney, producing hormones a person can-
not live without, including epinephrine and 
norepinephrine, hormones responsible for 
the “fight or flight” response when the body 
is stressed. 

The diseased gland was pumping out 
an excessive amount of epinephrine and 
norepinephrine, leading to Crider’s debilitat-
ing symptoms. He needed surgery to remove 
the suspicious gland and was a candidate 
for the daVinci procedure. Sandhu joined 
Blessing from Washington University in St. 
Louis, where he frequently had performed 
the procedure.

“It’s a unique case because when this is 
a concern, you also have to be very delicate 

during surgery to not manipulate the mass 
too much, otherwise the patient’s blood 
pressure could spike because of the release 
of the excessive amount of hormones it is 
producing,” Sandhu said.

“Because daVinci offers better visualiza-
tion, the diseased gland is manipulated less 
than it would be during open surgery,” he 
said.  

Three days after surgery, Crider was 
home.

“I was surprised. I thought it would take 
longer,” he said. “I am grateful.” 

One more piece of good news — Crider’s 
tumor was noncancerous.

“He had a smile on his face from ear-to-
ear,” said Crider when Sandhu gave him the 
news. n

M
edicare/Medicaid/Insurance does not pay for an 
item simply because a patient needs it and has a 
doctor’s order. Unfortunately, some items are not 
covered whether a health care provider writes a 
prescription or not. 

Medicare/Medicaid/insurance guidelines
Medicare has specific guidelines. Most insurances, especially Medi-

care supplements and Medicare replacement plans, follow Medicare 
guidelines. Medicaid varies; sometimes coverage follows Medicare 
guidelines and sometimes not.

Bathroom equipment such as shower seats, transfer benches and 
grab bars are not covered by Medicare, and are seldom covered by 
insurance. 

If a recipient qualifies, it is possible Medicare will pay for a hospital 
bed, trapeze, walker, wheelchair, oxygen, CPAP/BiPAP, nebulizer and 
other equipment that the person needs at home. Medicare also may 
cover catheters, diabetic strips, wound care and ostomy products if 
a recipient qualifies and the DME provider has the necessary docu-
mentation from the ordering physician. Enteral feeding products are 
covered if proper documentation is received and the supplements are 

the sole source of nutrition for a person who is unable to swallow.
 

Face-to-face visits required
Effective with passage of the Affordable Care Act, most pieces of 

medical equipment require a face-to-face visit for coverage. If a person 
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was patient with me, explained things 
so I could understand and was quick to 
answer questions. I would recommend him 
to anyone.”

‘One very sick man’
Lee Roy Crider says a headache brought 

him to see his primary care doctor. It also 
led him to become a “first” at Blessing Hos-
pital.

“My husband was one very sick man,” 
said Lee Roy’s wife, Cathy. In addition to 
the headache, she said, her husband’s blood 
pressure exploded, he felt nauseated, his 
appetite disappeared, he alternated between 
exhaustion and sleeplessness, experienced 
pain in the right side of his body in the abdo-
men and back, and his personality changed.

“You didn’t know what each day was go-

ing to bring,” Cathy Crider recalled.
Medical tests indicated the adrenal gland 

on Lee Roy’s right kidney was enlarged and 
growing.

The adrenal glands sit on top of each 
kidney, producing hormones a person can-
not live without, including epinephrine and 
norepinephrine, hormones responsible for 
the “fight or flight” response when the body 
is stressed. 

The diseased gland was pumping out 
an excessive amount of epinephrine and 
norepinephrine, leading to Crider’s debilitat-
ing symptoms. He needed surgery to remove 
the suspicious gland and was a candidate 
for the daVinci procedure. Sandhu joined 
Blessing from Washington University in St. 
Louis, where he frequently had performed 
the procedure.

“It’s a unique case because when this is 
a concern, you also have to be very delicate 

during surgery to not manipulate the mass 
too much, otherwise the patient’s blood 
pressure could spike because of the release 
of the excessive amount of hormones it is 
producing,” Sandhu said.

“Because daVinci offers better visualiza-
tion, the diseased gland is manipulated less 
than it would be during open surgery,” he 
said.  

Three days after surgery, Crider was 
home.

“I was surprised. I thought it would take 
longer,” he said. “I am grateful.” 

One more piece of good news — Crider’s 
tumor was noncancerous.

“He had a smile on his face from ear-to-
ear,” said Crider when Sandhu gave him the 
news. n
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item simply because a patient needs it and has a 
doctor’s order. Unfortunately, some items are not 
covered whether a health care provider writes a 
prescription or not. 
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guidelines and sometimes not.
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covered if proper documentation is received and the supplements are 
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D
octors Austin DeRosa and 
Garry Sandhu, Blessing 
Physician Services, are 
the area’s only fellowship-
trained urologists.

What does that mean? It means the doctors 
invested two additional years after medical 
school and residency to focus on the mini-
mally invasive treatment of urologic cancers.  

What does that mean to you? It means 
access to the latest care without leaving the 
area.

Helping the doctors change the lives of 
their patients is the daVinci surgical system 
at Blessing Hospital. The daVinci has four 
arms — one holds a tiny camera, and the 
other arms hold surgical instruments. 
Instead of the large incision required with 
traditional open surgery, the daVinci arms 
work through small incisions — about the 
size of a dime — with the arms of daVinci 
controlled by the surgeon from a console in 
the operating room.  

Not every patient or condition is a can-
didate for daVinci-assisted surgery. How-
ever, patients who are daVinci candidates 
experience less pain, less blood loss, a shorter 
hospital stay and quicker recovery time. The 
technology also provides outstanding visu-
alization, featuring a camera that displays 
the surgical area magnified up to 10 times in 
high definition.  

Changing family history
Randal Brewer has lived with chronic 

kidney disease for years. When his doctor 
told him he had kidney cancer, it was not a 
surprise, yet the diagnosis hit him particu-
larly hard.

“My mother died of kidney cancer,” Brewer 
said. “I was really scared.”

“A lot of patients are offered a radical 
nephrectomy (removal of the entire kidney) 
when they have a small renal mass, which is 
not good for the patient’s renal function and 
life expectancy,” DeRosa said.

He suggested Brewer undergo a partial 
nephrectomy using the daVinci system. 

“Partial nephrectomy preserves renal 
function as best as possible,” the doctor said. 
“That’s very important in the older popula-
tion prone to diabetes or high blood pressure. 
They need as many nephrons (cells of the 
kidney) as possible.”

Nephrons are the filtering structure in 
the kidney. Each kidney contains more than 
a million tiny filtering nephrons that help 

clean the blood — removing excess water, 
wastes and other substances  — and return 
other elements, such as sodium, potassium or 
phosphorus, when they run low in the body.

“Nephron-sparing surgery means remov-
ing only the tumor and not the entire kidney,” 
DeRosa said. 

Brewer was the first Blessing patient to un-
dergo a robotic-assisted partial nephrectomy.

“After surgery, he came up to my room 
and said, ‘We got it,’ ” Brewer recalled of his 
encounter with DeRosa after the procedure. 
“I was relieved to hear that.”

Brewer continued: “I love Dr. DeRosa. He 

FOLD SPINE
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feels they might need a piece of equipment, it is important to make 
an appointment with a health care provider to discuss the need. Justi-
fication for the product must be included in the patient’s notes.  

It is also extremely important to let a health care provider know at 
each visit the medical equipment or supplies you are using. Just as a 
list of medications/supplements needs to be discussed, so does your 
medical equipment and/or supplies. Most payer sources require evi-
dence, through patient notes, that equipment and supplies are needed 
and are being used.

Medicare billing changes
Due to the Affordable Care Act, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 

Services has implemented competitive bid rates throughout the United 
States. Competitive bid rates is the amount of money Medicare now 
pays toward medical equipment/supplies. The new rates do not always 
cover the cost to acquire equipment/supplies.  If the cost is not covered, 
the DME provider will bill items non-assign, which means the Medi-
care recipient pays up front and Medicare reimburses them if docu-
mentation exists to show they qualified for the equipment or supplies.

 
Read the fine print

Medicare replacement plans may have different coverage criteria 
than standard Medicare. Medicare supplemental insurance follows 
Medicare guidelines. Insurance policies vary. It is important to read 
the fine print to know exactly what is covered with each plan. 

Before making any changes with your Medicare Part B coverage 
(switching from traditional Medicare to a replacement plan — or 
switching replacement plans, etc.) — be sure to talk to your DME 
provider. If you have any equipment being rented from Medicare, or 
supplies being billed to Medicare, changing plans may affect payment. 
And, always ensure your DME provider has the most recent Medicare/
Medicaid/Insurance information.

No guarantee 
Specific guidelines and verbiage are required for most pieces of du-

rable medical equipment. It is important to remember a doctor’s order 
does not guarantee payment. Patients should contact their durable 
medical equipment supplier with specific questions regarding cover-
age of a piece of equipment. n
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Doctors Austin DeRosa, left, and Garry Sandhu demonstrate the daVinci surgical system at Blessing Hospital in Quincy. 
submitted Photo

DeRosa, Sandhu and daVinci
Doctors, surgical system changing lives at Blessing Hospital
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What does that mean? It means the doctors 
invested two additional years after medical 
school and residency to focus on the mini-
mally invasive treatment of urologic cancers.  

What does that mean to you? It means 
access to the latest care without leaving the 
area.

Helping the doctors change the lives of 
their patients is the daVinci surgical system 
at Blessing Hospital. The daVinci has four 
arms — one holds a tiny camera, and the 
other arms hold surgical instruments. 
Instead of the large incision required with 
traditional open surgery, the daVinci arms 
work through small incisions — about the 
size of a dime — with the arms of daVinci 
controlled by the surgeon from a console in 
the operating room.  

Not every patient or condition is a can-
didate for daVinci-assisted surgery. How-
ever, patients who are daVinci candidates 
experience less pain, less blood loss, a shorter 
hospital stay and quicker recovery time. The 
technology also provides outstanding visu-
alization, featuring a camera that displays 
the surgical area magnified up to 10 times in 
high definition.  

Changing family history
Randal Brewer has lived with chronic 

kidney disease for years. When his doctor 
told him he had kidney cancer, it was not a 
surprise, yet the diagnosis hit him particu-
larly hard.

“My mother died of kidney cancer,” Brewer 
said. “I was really scared.”

“A lot of patients are offered a radical 
nephrectomy (removal of the entire kidney) 
when they have a small renal mass, which is 
not good for the patient’s renal function and 
life expectancy,” DeRosa said.

He suggested Brewer undergo a partial 
nephrectomy using the daVinci system. 

“Partial nephrectomy preserves renal 
function as best as possible,” the doctor said. 
“That’s very important in the older popula-
tion prone to diabetes or high blood pressure. 
They need as many nephrons (cells of the 
kidney) as possible.”

Nephrons are the filtering structure in 
the kidney. Each kidney contains more than 
a million tiny filtering nephrons that help 

clean the blood — removing excess water, 
wastes and other substances  — and return 
other elements, such as sodium, potassium or 
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“Nephron-sparing surgery means remov-
ing only the tumor and not the entire kidney,” 
DeRosa said. 

Brewer was the first Blessing patient to un-
dergo a robotic-assisted partial nephrectomy.

“After surgery, he came up to my room 
and said, ‘We got it,’ ” Brewer recalled of his 
encounter with DeRosa after the procedure. 
“I was relieved to hear that.”

Brewer continued: “I love Dr. DeRosa. He 
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feels they might need a piece of equipment, it is important to make 
an appointment with a health care provider to discuss the need. Justi-
fication for the product must be included in the patient’s notes.  

It is also extremely important to let a health care provider know at 
each visit the medical equipment or supplies you are using. Just as a 
list of medications/supplements needs to be discussed, so does your 
medical equipment and/or supplies. Most payer sources require evi-
dence, through patient notes, that equipment and supplies are needed 
and are being used.

Medicare billing changes
Due to the Affordable Care Act, Centers for Medicare & Medicaid 

Services has implemented competitive bid rates throughout the United 
States. Competitive bid rates is the amount of money Medicare now 
pays toward medical equipment/supplies. The new rates do not always 
cover the cost to acquire equipment/supplies.  If the cost is not covered, 
the DME provider will bill items non-assign, which means the Medi-
care recipient pays up front and Medicare reimburses them if docu-
mentation exists to show they qualified for the equipment or supplies.

 
Read the fine print

Medicare replacement plans may have different coverage criteria 
than standard Medicare. Medicare supplemental insurance follows 
Medicare guidelines. Insurance policies vary. It is important to read 
the fine print to know exactly what is covered with each plan. 

Before making any changes with your Medicare Part B coverage 
(switching from traditional Medicare to a replacement plan — or 
switching replacement plans, etc.) — be sure to talk to your DME 
provider. If you have any equipment being rented from Medicare, or 
supplies being billed to Medicare, changing plans may affect payment. 
And, always ensure your DME provider has the most recent Medicare/
Medicaid/Insurance information.

No guarantee 
Specific guidelines and verbiage are required for most pieces of du-

rable medical equipment. It is important to remember a doctor’s order 
does not guarantee payment. Patients should contact their durable 
medical equipment supplier with specific questions regarding cover-
age of a piece of equipment. n

Continues FRom 32
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Doctors Austin DeRosa, left, and Garry Sandhu demonstrate the daVinci surgical system at Blessing Hospital in Quincy. 
submitted Photo

DeRosa, Sandhu and daVinci
Doctors, surgical system changing lives at Blessing Hospital

Continues on 32

|	 blessinghospital.org
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Great Girlfriend Getaway
Diversions include dining, discounts, deals and discoveries

|	By	Katy	Welch
 greatgirlfriendgetaway.com

April 28 to 30 • Varying times
Downtown Hannibal

T
he Great Girlfriend Getaway — shopping, fashion, 

beauty, dining, arts and crafts and more — returns 

to Hannibal Friday, April 28, through Sunday, April 

30. Also included? Discounts at downtown shops, 

special events, classes and entertainment. 

The patio at Finn’s Food & Spirits, 214 N. Main, will serve as 

Getaway headquarters and will be up and running 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. 

Friday and 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday. Participants should make Finn’s 

their first stop in order to pick up guide books, Shopper’s Survival 

Totes, T-shirts and Party Pass Cups. Finn’s is also the place to stop 

back throughout Friday and Saturday to redeem receipts for entries 

into prize drawings and giftbasket giveaways.

The tote bag and T-shirt can 

be ordered online at greatgirl-

friendgetaway.com and will be 

available for pickup at Finn’s.

Back by popular demand is 

Saturday evening’s pub crawl 

throughout Historic Down-

town. The crawl goes from 5 to 

9 p.m., and included with the 

pub pass is a keepsake wine 

glass and five tasting tickets 

while supplies last.

Great Girlfriend Getaway is made possible by the merchants of the 

Historic Hannibal Marketing Council. More information is available 

by visiting the Great Girlfriend Getaway Facebook page or by contact-

ing chairman Katy Welch, owner of Java Jive, at 573-221-1017. n
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E
ugene Field Elementary School will kick of its cam-

paign to improve its school and community play-

ground with a block party 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday, 

April 8, at the school, 1405 Pearl.

The goal of the Playground Fundraising Project is to 

provide an area for students and the community to play and engage in 

physical activity. The project was initiated based on surveys of com-

munity members, parents, students and staff.

The celebration will include a variety of family activities, tasty 

treats, games and contests with prizes. Some of the games will be free 

and others will require a ticket costing 25 cents. Activities will in-

clude a bounce house, cupcake and cookie walk, face painting, a photo 

booth, raffles, sidewalk artistry and more.

Among the games will be jumbo jenga, ring toss and sponge-in-

the-face — with teachers, staff and special guests volunteering to be 

splattered with a waterlogged sponge.

“As the African proverb states, ‘It take a village to raise a child,’ 

and we are reaching out to our village of community philanthropists, 

child advocates, educational supporters and friends to help the family 

of Eugene Field,” said Eugene Field teacher Annie Massie, a member 

of the Playground Fundraising Project committee. “We want to wel-

come anyone and everyone to come celebrate with us. We want you to 

gather with us and join our vision to make the school and neighbor-

hood better for everybody.”

In the event of rain, the event will be 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday, April 9. n

Party for a playground
Eugene Field plans party to raise money for playground improvement

|	By	Annie	Massie
 hannibal.k12.mo.us

Saturday, april 8 • 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Eugene Field Elementary School, 1405 Pearl St.
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T
he Loafers Car Club will host its 22nd annual show 

Saturday, May 13, in historic downtown Hannibal. 

More than 300 historic and special interest vehicles 

are expected to fill North Main Street and nearby 

side streets from Broadway to North Street. Cars will 

be displayed until mid-afternoon, and spectators are welcome; there 

is no admission charge.  

Registration for those displaying vehicles is 8 a.m. to noon on the day 

of the show; cost is $25. Participants may preregister for $20 through 

April 28; the Loafers’ Facebook page details the advantages of pre-

registering.

Trophies will be awarded to the top three vehicles in each of the 31 

judged classes. In addition, there will be eight special awards as well as 

an assortment of door prizes.

A raffle will feature a gas pump from the 1950s, restored by club 

member Stephen VanHouton; 500 raffle tickets will be sold at $10 each 

and are now available from club members. Remaining tickets will be 

sold at the show; the winner is not required to be present and the pump 

will be delivered free within 100 miles.

The show features a range of vehicles including  antiques, classics, 

street rods, lead sleds, rat rods, Mustangs, Corvettes, imports and more.

Last year The Best of Show was awarded to Alan Grimmett of Roch-

ester, Ill., with his 1936 Ford three-window coupe street rod.

While Loafers club members do not compete with entries in the show, 

they do display their cars, and show participants are encouraged to vote 

for their favorite Loafers car.

Both the 2016 favorite Loafers car and the Best of Show car will be 

pictured on 2017 T-shirts that are provided free to each pre-registered 

show participant and other participants as long as the supply lasts.  If 

there are any remaining T-shirts, they will be made available to anyone 

for a donation.

Major sponsors of the 2016 event were Tom Boland Ford, Poage 

Dodge/Chrysler/Jeep, Chester Bross Construction Company, Refresh-

ment Services Pepsi, Jason Utterback/American Family Insurance, 

Trust/GDC Insurance Services, Golden Eagle Distributing Co., Kyle 

Mack/Shelter Insurance, Heartland Auto Body & Towing, Bowen Auto 

Body and F&M Bank and Trust Company. Other businesses donated 

money for trophies and items for prizes.

The Loafers Car Club is a not-for-profit organization with the goal 

of giving back to the community while preserving and enjoying his-

toric automobiles. n

22nd Loafers car show
Bevy of vehicles — some historic and some just special — set to invade Hannibal

|	By	Allan	Wideman
 loafersofhannibal.org

Saturday, May 13 • all day
Downtown	Hannibal
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1970 Chevelle SS454 named 2016 favorite car

T
he 1970 Chevelle SS454 convertible owned by Mike 

and Sue Downing of Hannibal was named the 

favorite Loafers car in 2016. They purchased the car 

33 years ago, a month after they married. About two 

years ago, the couple decided to fully restore the car, 

and Mike was fortunate that the original factory build sheet was still 

with the vehicle. It is rare to find the “instructions” used by the fac-

tory to manufacture a car. 

A build sheet is the most important document of any collector car. 

It was used by assembly plant workers to determine the parts that 

were to be installed in a car. The sheet not only provides details like 

engine size and transmission, but also carries paint codes, radiator 

type, shocks, brakes and more. 

The sheet for the Downings’ car shows that it was built at the 

Kansas City General Motors plant. Many hours were spent doing the 

complete frame-off restoration, and most of the work was done in fel-

low Loafers member Ron Raney’s shop.n

|	By	Allan	Wideman
 loafersofhannibal.org
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Celebrate Earth Day 
and help get Hannibal ready for Spring!

Meet anytime between 
9:00 am and 12:00 noon 

Saturday, April 22 
at Y’men’s Pavilion (105 Hill St.) 

for gloves and trash bags 

Stream Team t-shirts given to first 100 participants.
Rain date is April 29th

CLEAN-UP

CO-SPONSORED BY

M
any of us “citizens of 

the world” lament our 

verbal noise, saying with 

frustration, we think, 

read and talk too much. 

Sometimes it takes an artist — a former writer, 

no less — to enter the verbose jungle, that end-

less stream of thoughts, and re-arrange it a bit.  

Meet Suzy Farren, the Alliance Gallery’s guest 

artist for April. A professional writer who retired 

as vice president of corporate communications 

at SSM Health, Farren also found herself retired 

from writing. Somewhat wordless, Farren 

wondered in what other ways she could express 

herself. She slowly ran the reel of writing back-

wards until she backed right into a world of art, 

very tactile art.  

Her wall hangings are abstract worlds swirl-

ing with barely discernible words, living within 

a multitude of textures and earth-toned colors.

“I usually write words on my pieces, but they 

are intentionally indecipherable to the viewer. I 

guess because I was a writer for so long, I just have 

to have those words.” She adds, “I frequently find 

myself writing the words of a poem by my father. 

They are deeply personal to me.”

The viewer experiences language unstrung, 

hung in its own beauty. That beauty reflects earth 

tones of the countryside, perhaps because she 

grew up in a 1749 stone house. Her approach to her 

art, “organic and intuitive,” always requires her 

hands, tactilely expressing this process of living 

Welcome to Suzy Farren’s world
Artist stitches, writes, glues, rips, paints, mends to express herself

|	By	Bella	Erakko
 allianceartgallery.com
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with a piece: adding, subtracting, painting, ripping, layering, extract-

ing.

Sometimes, however, the intuitive unbounded creations leave her 

craving that more precise art: book-making. Book-as-art allows those 

of us who love books to enter into the magical world of potential. It 

holds the “vibration” of our favorite book, or the book on the shelf 

waiting to be read, or the amazing book we just heard about. Farren’s 

book creations offer the sheer beauty of a book.

Featured member: Mary Beth St. Clair

Mary Beth St. Clair, Alliance Gallery’s featured member artist, 

began designing with beads and metal after she was commissioned 

to sketch Art Nouveau style designs for jewelry pieces in 1995. After 

discovering the endless possibilities of jewelry art, a passion was un-

leashed, and she wanted to learn all she could. St. Clair’s pieces range 

from the simple to the elegant.  Her self-taught approach allows for a 

fresh and different, yet practical, expectation of her art.  

St. Clair draws inspiration for her designs from art, nature and his-

tory.  Some designs reflect the era of Art Nouveau, flowing with grace-

ful lines and romance as well as modern simple asymmetrical or geo-

metric designs. One may see the beauty of the gemstone, whimsy of 

the material or elegance of the composition, but she believes that the 

true value of a piece of jewelry is the feeling it inspires — the special 

relationship between the object of beauty and the wearer. 

She pays particular attention to the gem, very much like a sculptor 

listens to the stone before carving. She handcrafts each silver setting 

to enhance the piece. Amber has been a long-time favorite because 

each piece is individually selected, and amber comes in such a rich 

variety of color, ranging from opaque yellow to glowing green. 

Her collection ranges from earrings to necklaces to clasps for 

scarves and brooches. Recently, she found herself attracted to micro-

chips — a unique form of jewelry for our wired-in generation.

An opening reception honoring Farren’s and St. Clair’s work will 

be 5 to 8 p.m. Saturday, April 8, coinciding with Hannibal’s Second 

Saturday Gallery Night.

More information is available from Alliance Art Gallery, 112 N. 

Main, by visiting allianceartgallery.com or calling 573-221-2275. n

HMAG april 17 39-48.indd   45 3/17/17   12:04 PM
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Senior
EXPO

Thursday, April 20   
10:00 am - 1:00 pm

Admiral Coontz Recreation Center
FREE ADMISSION

GIFTS FOR THE FIRST 200 VISITORS
RAFFLE PRIZES

Sponsored by:  NEILS, RSVP @ Douglass 
Community Services, Marion & Ralls County 

Health Departments, NECAC, and 
Hannibal Parks & Recreation

May 20

For kids toddler to age 12
FREE helmet & t-shirt for first 300 kids. Safety info & fun for the whole family!

Hannibal Clinic Health Services presents

11am - 1pm
Hannibal Clinic 

Parking Lot

A
ctor Jim Waddell will return to the Mark Twain 

Museum for his second season of “The Inspiration 

for Tom Sawyer.” Engaging audiences of all ages 

in his portrayal of Hannibal’s famous writer Mark 

Twain, Waddell recounts childhood experiences 

that led to the creation of Twain’s most famous work, “The Adven-

tures of Tom Sawyer.” 

Waddell’s live performances incorporate an 1870 letter to Will Bow-

en from Twain, Benny Farthing’s cave adventure, notes from Mark 

Twain’s autobiography and a presentation of  “A Boy’s Manuscript.”  

Last season, audiences delighted in Waddell’s performances, which 

are free. Performances of “The Inspiration for Tom Sawyer” will be 

May 4 through Oct. 22, taking place at 4 p.m. Thursdays through 

Sundays at the Mark Twain Museum Gallery auditorium, 120 N. Main 

St., Hannibal. Performances have received funding from the Missouri 

Arts Council, the Community Foundation, the Missouri Humanities 

Council and the National Endowment for the Arts. n

Twain impersonator to return
May 4 to oct. 22 • 4 p.m.
Mark Twain Gallery, 120 N. Main
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I
n 1956, the Hannibal Chamber of Commerce 

established a contest to select a young boy 

and a young girl to portray Mark Twain’s 

famous characters Tom Sawyer and Becky 

Thatcher. The notion was that the pair would 

greet the 1,200 school children visiting Hannibal from 

Saint Louis for a tour of the city’s historic homes.

The Tom and Becky tradition continues today, as 

Tom and Becky Goodwill Ambassadors welcome 

tourists to Hannibal while strolling along Hannibal’s 

Historic Main Street.

Now sponsored by the Mark Twain Boyhood Home 

and Museum, the program in 2017 is marking its 62nd 

anniversary.

To date, 360 youngsters have served as a Tom or 

a Becky ambassador. The selection process begins 

in February, when try-out invitations are sent to all 

seventh-grade students in Hannibal. Applicants are 

judged on a speech, narrowing the field to 12 boys 

and 12 girls who then complete a test covering Mark 

Twain, his writings and life and on Hannibal and its 

history. These scores are combined with interview 

scores and the field is narrowed to a final five boys 

and five final girls, who will then begin creating their 

Tom or Becky characters, complete with a costume. 

The 10 finalists are judged in June on interaction with 

tourists and portrayal of their characters, and final 

judging on July 3 completes the six-month process.  

On July 4, the official Tom and Becky will be an-

nounced, and all 10 ambassadors will take turns 

appearing at 350 to 400 events during the course of 

their year.

Since its inception, Tom and Becky ambassadors 

have appeared at the White House, Disneyland, 

Bermuda, Japan, the Calaveras Frog Jumping Jubilee 

and the Huck Finn Jubilee in California, at Busch Sta-

dium, Missouri State Fair, Missouri State Capitol and 

Mark Twain’s homes in Elmira, N.Y., and Hartford, 

Conn. They have appeared in television documenta-

ries, magazines and movies, had portraits painted of 

them and graced billboards, newspaper stands and 

postcards. n

Tom, Becky spread goodwill 62 years later

Pictured is an early appearance of Tom and Becky with Walt Disney. Submitted Photo
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Now Over 70 Vendors!
From Antique to Unique

Open 7 days a week
109 S. 4th St., Hannibal, MO

573-231-4922
(2 blocks up from Main St.)

Chocolate, Gelato
& Wine!

 Delicious

103 N. Main Street, Hannibal • 573-221-0460

6000 Hospital Drive, Hannibal, MO 63401
573-248-1300 | hannibalregional.org



SPINE FOLD

Museum
1. Mark Twain Boyhood  
Home & Museum
120 N. Main | 573-221-9010
2. Hannibal History Museum
200 N. Main | 573-248-1819
3. Karlocks Kars
114 S. Third | 573-719-3411

Landmark
1. Mark Twain Memorial  

Lighthouse
E. Rock Street
2. Lover’s Leap
1100 Birch Street
3. Tom & Huck Statue
North and Main Street
4. Admiral Coontz Armory
301 Warren Barrett Dr.

Park
1. Nipper Park

100 Broadway (Riverfront)
2. Central Park
450 Broadway
3. Kiwanis Park
150 Broadway (Riverfront)
4. Riverview Park
2000 Harrison Hill

Food
1. Chocolaterie Stam
103 N. Main | 573-221-0406

2. Java Jive
221 N. Main | 573-221-1017

Event Area
1. Hannibal Jaycees 
Tanyard Garden 
320 S. Third | 573-231-2787

Tourism
1. Hannibal Convention  
and Visitors Bureau

505 N. Third | 573-221-2477

Retail
1. Native American  
Trading Co.
115 N. Main | 573-248-3451
2. Danni Nicole’s
119 N. Main | 573-221-5066
3. Ava Goldworks
221 Center | 573-221-1928
4. Ralls County Clock Co.

207 N. Main | 573-221-4002
5. Mississippi Marketplace, LLC
217 N Main | 573-603-1063\
6. Main Street 101
101 N. Main | 573-221-4803
7. Encore Emporium
109 S. Fourth | 573-231-4922
8. Yu!
315 Broadway | 573-221-2480
9. Savannah’s
114 N. Main | 573-221-4800

10. Rags to Riches
219 Center | 573-248-8272
11. Ayers Pottery
308 N. Third | 573-221-6960

Medical
1. Hannibal  
Regional Hospital
6000 Hospital Dr. | 573-248-1300
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FOLD SPINE

H
annibal Clinic has been awarded a three-year term of 
accreditation in computed tomography as the result of 
a recent review by the American College of Radiology. 
A CT scan — sometimes called a cat scan — is a non-
invasive medical test that helps physicians diagnose 

and tailor treatments for various medical conditions.
The ACR gold seal of accreditation represents the highest level of 

image quality and patient safety. It is awarded only to facilities meet-
ing ACR Practice Guidelines and Technical Standards after a peer-re-
view evaluation by board-certified physicians and medical physicists 

who are experts in the field. Image quality, personnel qualifications, 
adequacy of facility equipment, quality control procedures and qual-
ity assurance programs are assessed. The findings are reported to 
the ACR Committee on Accreditation, which subsequently provides 
the practice with a comprehensive report it can use for continuous 
practice improvement.

Hannibal Clinic Radiology Department Supervisor Cindy Stout  
said. “This accreditation proves our ongoing dedication to providing 
the best patient care. Patients can expect the best quality imaging 
services at Hannibal Clinic.” n

Hannibal Clinic earns ACR accreditation

H
annibal Clinic expanded its urology and urological 
surgery services through its partnership with Bless-
ing Physician Services. Dr. Garry 
Sandu and Dr. Austin DeRosa 
are accepting new patients at the 

clinic.
Sandhu specializes in the medical and surgical 

treatment of problems that may arise along the 
urinary tract and has a background in advanced 
laparoscopic and robotic surgery, urologic oncol-
ogy and cancer survivorship, men’s health and 
general urology. He  is board certified by the 
American Board of Urology and is a fellow of the 
Royal College of Surgeons of Canada. Sandhu completed his doctor of 
medicine and residency in urology at University of Manitoba, Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, Canada. He went on to complete a urologic oncology 
fellowship at Washington University School of Medicine. Before join-

ing Blessing Physician Services, Sandhu practiced urology at Wash-
ington University School of Medicine in St. Louis.

DeRosa also specializes in the medical and surgical treatment of 
problems that may arise along the urinary tract. His background 
is in urologic oncology, stone disease and general urology. DeRosa, 

who graduated from Tulane University School of 
Medicine in New Orleans, completed general sur-
gery training and a urology residency at Emory 
University Hospital in Atlanta. Following his resi-
dency, he completed a fellowship in minimally 
invasive oncology, which focused on robotic and 
endoscopic approaches to urologic cancers and 
reconstruction.

Conditions treated by a urologist might include 
urinary tract infections, urinary incontinence, 
overactive bladder, enlarged prostate, infertility, 

sexual dysfunction and  cancers throughout the urinary tract includ-
ing  kidney, bladder, prostate and testicular cancers. n

Clinic expands urological services

DeRosa Sandu

Surgeons Sandu and DeRosa will start accepting new patients

Award recognizes highest level of both image quality and patient safety

Health & Wellness Guide

|	 hannibalclinic.com

|	 hannibalclinic.com

Tribute to the Titanic
LaBinnah Bistro in fifth year celebrating elegant dining of storied ship

LaBinnah Bistro initiated its tribute, the Last 
Dinner on the Titanic, on the 100th anniversary — 
April 2012 — of the tragic end of the H.M.S. Titanic 
during its maiden voyage that began April 10, 1912.

It set sail and arrived at Cherbough to drop 
off and pick up more passengers. At 8:10 p.m. the 
Titanic set sail for Queenstown, Ireland, where she 
arrived the next morning at half past seven. This 
was Titanic’s last port of call. More passengers 
were taken on, and at 1:30 p.m. the Titanic set sail 
for New York City. At 11:40 p.m. on April 14, the 
H.M.S Titanic hit an iceberg that ripped a 100-me-
ter gash in her starboard side. By 2:20 a.m. April 
15, the ship had completely vanished. Of 2,207 
passengers and crew, only 706 survived.

Through their research, LaBinnah Bistro staff-
ers found the authentic dining options and recipes 
that were afforded to the Titanic’s first-class 
passengers, who daily  were treated to a five-hour 
dinner with 10 courses, each with 10 options.

The first-class Ritz dining room was modeled 
after the finest French hotel dining room of the 
period, and the dishes from its menus are classics 
of fine European cuisine.

This year’s much anticipated feast will be Tues-
day, April 11, and will offer five courses. The ambi-
ance will include crisp white table linens, candle-
light and period music, and guests are encouraged 
to dress in period attire. 

There is the possibility Molly Brown may make 
an appearance to relay her memories of the sink-
ing of the Titanic.

Cost of the dinner is $50 per person, and there 
are two seatings: 5 and 8 p.m. Reservations are 
recommended because seating is limited. 

More information is available at labinnahbistro.
com or by calling LaBinnah Bistro, 207 N. Fifth St., 
Hannibal at 573-221-8207. n

April 11 • 5 and 8 p.m.
LaBinnah Bistro, 207 N Fifth St.

|	By	Christopher	Bobeck
 labinnahbistro.com

Open 6:30-a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
A quality choice for your child’s education.

Call today (573) 221-0615
1317 Lyon Street in Hannibal

           St. John’s 
Lutheran School

2017-18 School Year
“Carrying the Truth of God’s Word - Building Disciples; Growing in Faith; Serving in Christ’s Name”

• Pre-K (starting at 2 year olds) - 8th Grade

• We feature a High 5 Class (Advanced Preschool) for those 
missing the August 1st Kindergarten cut-off date

• All Preschool teachers are certified

• Small teacher/student ratio

• State Licensed Preschool - Grade School and Middle School 
Accredited by the Missouri Non- Public School Accrediting 
Association - National Lutheran School Accreditation  

• Guest instructors for P.E. - Yoga, Personal Training,   
Tae Kwon Do, and Tumbling

• After School Clubs - Chess, Cooking, Board Games,     
Tone Chimes, Drama, Running, and Kind Kids

• One-on-one iPad classes for upper grades

• Chorus, band, and after-school sports available for       
Middle School Students

“Halo”	will	be	one	of	the	games	played	at	Power	Up	for	Avenues	on	April	1	at	Knights	of	
Columbus	Hall. Photo via IMDB.com

Bring friends, family and your favorite games April 1 to the 
Knights of Columbus Hall, 1 Columbus Road, for Power Up for Av-
enues. The day of gaming helps raise money for Avenues the Domestic 
Violence and Sexual Assault Victim Advocacy Agency.

Video game, board game and card game tournaments will be held 
throughout the day. Tournament games include Trivial Pursuit, 
Settlers of Catan, Halo, Fifa, Smash Bros., and Magic the Gathering. 
Other tournaments may be announced.

There is a $5 admission fee. Each tournament has a $5 entry fee, ex-
cept Magic, which is $10. There will be a $20 package that combines 
admission and entry into all tournaments.

Doors will open at 10 a.m. More information is available at av-
enueshelp.org/power-up-for-avenues/. n

Power Up for Avenues
SAturdAy, April 1 • 10 a.m.

Knights of Columbus Hall, 1 Columbus Road

Event filled with games will help raise money for group against domestic violence
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FOLD SPINE

H
annibal Clinic has been awarded a three-year term of 
accreditation in computed tomography as the result of 
a recent review by the American College of Radiology. 
A CT scan — sometimes called a cat scan — is a non-
invasive medical test that helps physicians diagnose 

and tailor treatments for various medical conditions.
The ACR gold seal of accreditation represents the highest level of 

image quality and patient safety. It is awarded only to facilities meet-
ing ACR Practice Guidelines and Technical Standards after a peer-re-
view evaluation by board-certified physicians and medical physicists 

who are experts in the field. Image quality, personnel qualifications, 
adequacy of facility equipment, quality control procedures and qual-
ity assurance programs are assessed. The findings are reported to 
the ACR Committee on Accreditation, which subsequently provides 
the practice with a comprehensive report it can use for continuous 
practice improvement.

Hannibal Clinic Radiology Department Supervisor Cindy Stout  
said. “This accreditation proves our ongoing dedication to providing 
the best patient care. Patients can expect the best quality imaging 
services at Hannibal Clinic.” n

Hannibal Clinic earns ACR accreditation

H
annibal Clinic expanded its urology and urological 
surgery services through its partnership with Bless-
ing Physician Services. Dr. Garry 
Sandu and Dr. Austin DeRosa 
are accepting new patients at the 

clinic.
Sandhu specializes in the medical and surgical 

treatment of problems that may arise along the 
urinary tract and has a background in advanced 
laparoscopic and robotic surgery, urologic oncol-
ogy and cancer survivorship, men’s health and 
general urology. He  is board certified by the 
American Board of Urology and is a fellow of the 
Royal College of Surgeons of Canada. Sandhu completed his doctor of 
medicine and residency in urology at University of Manitoba, Win-
nipeg, Manitoba, Canada. He went on to complete a urologic oncology 
fellowship at Washington University School of Medicine. Before join-

ing Blessing Physician Services, Sandhu practiced urology at Wash-
ington University School of Medicine in St. Louis.

DeRosa also specializes in the medical and surgical treatment of 
problems that may arise along the urinary tract. His background 
is in urologic oncology, stone disease and general urology. DeRosa, 

who graduated from Tulane University School of 
Medicine in New Orleans, completed general sur-
gery training and a urology residency at Emory 
University Hospital in Atlanta. Following his resi-
dency, he completed a fellowship in minimally 
invasive oncology, which focused on robotic and 
endoscopic approaches to urologic cancers and 
reconstruction.

Conditions treated by a urologist might include 
urinary tract infections, urinary incontinence, 
overactive bladder, enlarged prostate, infertility, 

sexual dysfunction and  cancers throughout the urinary tract includ-
ing  kidney, bladder, prostate and testicular cancers. n

Clinic expands urological services

DeRosa Sandu

Surgeons Sandu and DeRosa will start accepting new patients

Award recognizes highest level of both image quality and patient safety

Health & Wellness Guide

|	 hannibalclinic.com

|	 hannibalclinic.com

Tribute to the Titanic
LaBinnah Bistro in fifth year celebrating elegant dining of storied ship

LaBinnah Bistro initiated its tribute, the Last 
Dinner on the Titanic, on the 100th anniversary — 
April 2012 — of the tragic end of the H.M.S. Titanic 
during its maiden voyage that began April 10, 1912.

It set sail and arrived at Cherbough to drop 
off and pick up more passengers. At 8:10 p.m. the 
Titanic set sail for Queenstown, Ireland, where she 
arrived the next morning at half past seven. This 
was Titanic’s last port of call. More passengers 
were taken on, and at 1:30 p.m. the Titanic set sail 
for New York City. At 11:40 p.m. on April 14, the 
H.M.S Titanic hit an iceberg that ripped a 100-me-
ter gash in her starboard side. By 2:20 a.m. April 
15, the ship had completely vanished. Of 2,207 
passengers and crew, only 706 survived.

Through their research, LaBinnah Bistro staff-
ers found the authentic dining options and recipes 
that were afforded to the Titanic’s first-class 
passengers, who daily  were treated to a five-hour 
dinner with 10 courses, each with 10 options.

The first-class Ritz dining room was modeled 
after the finest French hotel dining room of the 
period, and the dishes from its menus are classics 
of fine European cuisine.

This year’s much anticipated feast will be Tues-
day, April 11, and will offer five courses. The ambi-
ance will include crisp white table linens, candle-
light and period music, and guests are encouraged 
to dress in period attire. 

There is the possibility Molly Brown may make 
an appearance to relay her memories of the sink-
ing of the Titanic.

Cost of the dinner is $50 per person, and there 
are two seatings: 5 and 8 p.m. Reservations are 
recommended because seating is limited. 

More information is available at labinnahbistro.
com or by calling LaBinnah Bistro, 207 N. Fifth St., 
Hannibal at 573-221-8207. n

April 11 • 5 and 8 p.m.
LaBinnah Bistro, 207 N Fifth St.

|	By	Christopher	Bobeck
 labinnahbistro.com

Open 6:30-a.m.-5:30 p.m. 
A quality choice for your child’s education.

Call today (573) 221-0615
1317 Lyon Street in Hannibal

           St. John’s 
Lutheran School

2017-18 School Year
“Carrying the Truth of God’s Word - Building Disciples; Growing in Faith; Serving in Christ’s Name”

• Pre-K (starting at 2 year olds) - 8th Grade

• We feature a High 5 Class (Advanced Preschool) for those 
missing the August 1st Kindergarten cut-off date

• All Preschool teachers are certified

• Small teacher/student ratio

• State Licensed Preschool - Grade School and Middle School 
Accredited by the Missouri Non- Public School Accrediting 
Association - National Lutheran School Accreditation  

• Guest instructors for P.E. - Yoga, Personal Training,   
Tae Kwon Do, and Tumbling

• After School Clubs - Chess, Cooking, Board Games,     
Tone Chimes, Drama, Running, and Kind Kids

• One-on-one iPad classes for upper grades

• Chorus, band, and after-school sports available for       
Middle School Students

“Halo”	will	be	one	of	the	games	played	at	Power	Up	for	Avenues	on	April	1	at	Knights	of	
Columbus	Hall. Photo via IMDB.com

Bring friends, family and your favorite games April 1 to the 
Knights of Columbus Hall, 1 Columbus Road, for Power Up for Av-
enues. The day of gaming helps raise money for Avenues the Domestic 
Violence and Sexual Assault Victim Advocacy Agency.

Video game, board game and card game tournaments will be held 
throughout the day. Tournament games include Trivial Pursuit, 
Settlers of Catan, Halo, Fifa, Smash Bros., and Magic the Gathering. 
Other tournaments may be announced.

There is a $5 admission fee. Each tournament has a $5 entry fee, ex-
cept Magic, which is $10. There will be a $20 package that combines 
admission and entry into all tournaments.

Doors will open at 10 a.m. More information is available at av-
enueshelp.org/power-up-for-avenues/. n

Power Up for Avenues
SAturdAy, April 1 • 10 a.m.

Knights of Columbus Hall, 1 Columbus Road

Event filled with games will help raise money for group against domestic violence
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T
he shelters in Hannibal’s 

parks present the perfect 

places to host parties and 

picnics. The big shelter 

at Huckleberry Park has 

undergone renovation and is available for 

rental as of April 1. 

The nine shelters may be reserved for 

a half day or an entire day, and there is a 

shelter reservation calendar at hannibalparks.org/shelter-reservation-calendar/.

More information is available by calling the Hannibal Parks and Recreation 

office at 573-221-0154. If a park is not listed, its shelter cannot be reserved and is 

available only on a first-come, first-served basis.

The online calendar indicates which shelter houses have been reserved, but shel-

ters must be reserved at City Hall, 320 Broadway. A reservation is not guaranteed 

until the contract and payment have been received.  n

13268 Potter Dr.
Call Sheri, 231-5081

916 Ernest
Call Jill, 248-9149

224 Stoneridge
Call Lisa, 248-6267

11202 W. Lakeshore Dr., MC
Call Kristy, 248-6581

3701 West Ely Rd.
Call J’Nelle, 248-6574

145 acres CR 250, Palmyra
Call Margaret, 248-5840

8958 Idell Creek Ln.
Call Chris, 231-5461

613 Grand Ave.
Call Tara, 231-2426

26 Ridgewood
Call Sue-ann, 822-7884

1601 Fulton Ave.
Call Teree, 795-6174

4239 Primrose
Call Tom, 795-8346

39152 Hwy. 24, MC
Call Bill, 795-3449

Celebrating 40 years in Business!

55468 Highway HH
Call John, 406-3790

115 Paulina
Call Lisa Ball, 248-5503

Call us today to ind the home of your dreams! 573-221-8171

Gimme shelter
Shelters at Hannibal parks available for parties, picnics

Fees
• $15 for 6 hours, $20 for all day for shelters without 
electricity.
• $20 for 6 hours, $30 for all day for shelters with 
electricity

Available shelters
• Riverview Park, three shelters
• Huckleberry Park, two shelters
• Kiwanis Park 
• Central Park 
• Glascock’s Landing 
• Y-Men’s Pavilion

MORE INFORMATION8
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MISSOURI DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION

mdc.mo.gov

Stay in touch with 
nature happenings.

To receive emails or texts, sign up at
mdc.mo.gov/govdelivery

9/9/15   9:36 AM

A
bout 50 youngsters participated in the Hannibal 

Area Shooters’ Education Youth BB-Gun League, 

which held its awards banquet last month.

The firearms safety awareness program was 

sponsored by the Hannibal Parks & Recreation 

Department at the Admiral Coontz Recreation Center. 

Travis Moore of the Missouri Department of Conservation, pro-

gram coordinator, said the program has three main objectives.

“The first is to teach area youths safe firearms handling meth-

ods. These skills will be invaluable to them for their entire lives,” 

Moore said. “The second objective is to provide an alternative sport. 

For many of these youths, their personal interests lead them to this 

program.”

The third objective, he said, is to help the youngsters grow indi-

vidually. 

“This not only includes improving their individual shooting skills, 

but also helping them work as part of a team, establishing an indi-

vidual identity and growing as a productive member of our commu-

nity,” Moore said. n

And the winners are . . .
Top teams
First: Coach Malachi Dillman with Madison Johnston and Cody Allen
Second: Coach Jayden Ashe and assistant coach Gabe Thomure with Austin 
Closser, Catheryn Wagoner and Trinity Tutor
Third: Coach Evan Flaspohler with Jace Miller, Natalie McCammon, Lauran 
Painter, Sydney Phillips and Joe Elzea

Individual winners
Most Improved: Emma Watkins
Sportsman’s Award: Aurora Shephard
Hatton Award: Jayden Ashe

Top positions
Ages 7–10: prone: Aurora Shepherd; stand, Austin Closser; sit, Nicholas Lawson; 
kneel, Jace Miller. Top gun, Austin Closser, 74.75

Ages 11–13: prone, Malachi Dillman; stand, Lydia McCammon; sit, Lydia Mc-
Cammon; kneel, Emma Watkins. Top gun, Lydia McCammon, 81

Ages 14–16: prone, stand, sit, kneel and top gun, Evan Flaspohler, 88

Ages 17-18: prone, John Fowler; stand, Brandon Handy and John Fowler; sit, 
Shelby Patterson; kneel, John Fowler. Top gun, John Fowler, 85

90+targets: Ashton Alvey, Shelby Patterson, Alyssa Fountain, Lydia McCam-
mon and Evan Flaspohler 

Pistol: Noah Lawson and Evan Flaspohler 

10X recipients: Erin Clark, Kady Minks, A.J. Kolb, Lauran Painter, Caleb Allen, 
Lydia McCammon, Braden Chestnutt, Aurora Shephard, Brad Tutor, Kurtis 
McCammon, Taylor Bramblett, Jayden Ash, Natalie McCammon, Trinity 
Rickey, Taylor Painter, Austin Culp, Noah Lawson, Wyatt Jones, Brandon 
Handy, Alyssa Fountain, Malachi Dillman, Ashton Alvey, Katherine Painter, AJ 
(Augustus) Herrin, Gabe Thomure, Sydney Phillips, Jaxon Lay, Evan Fla-
spohler, David Tutor, Shelby  Patterson, Bailee Sue Zinn, Emma Watkins, John 
Fowler and Nicholas Lawson. n

Shooters promote education, safety
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Parks & Rec   calendar of events

Keep in Touch
More information available at hannibalparks.org
Sign up for bimonthly e-newsletter.
Follow Hannibal Parks on Facebook,  
Twitter and Instagram

www.hannibalparks.org

Upcoming events
‘C’est La Vie’
March 23 to April musical comedy at Bluff City Theater. More infor-
mation available at bluffcitytheater.com.

Power Up for Avenues
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Saturday, April 1, at Knights of Columbus Hall, 1 
Columbus Road. Family-friendly gaming event to raise money for Av-
enues, the domestic violence and sexual assault advocacy program and 
shelter. Play video, card and recreational games with family and friends. $5 
admission, $20 for admission plus tournaments. Children younger than 
age of 12 admitted free.

Battle at Bear Creek
Doors open at 6 p.m. Saturday, April 1, at Admiral Coontz Recre-
ation Center for professional boxing matches. More information is avail-
able at 573-406-8227.

Hannibal Area Job Fair and Veteran Resource Event
11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Tuesday, April 11, at Admiral Coontz Recreation 
Center, 301 Warren Barrett Drive. Businesses can register for a booth 
by contacting Missouri Job Center, 573-221-5250.
Sponsored by Missouri Job Center, Hannibal Area Chamber of Commerce, 
Hannibal Parks & Recreation, Townsquare Media, Moberly Area Commu-
nity College and Northeast Missouri Workforce Development Board.

Senior Expo
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Thursday, April 20, at Admiral Coontz Recreation 
Center. Free. Gifts will go to the first 200 visitors, and prizes will be 
awarded throughout the event. More information at hannibalparks.org/
files/Parks_Rec/Documents/Senior_Expo_Flyer_2017.pdf. 

Spring Cleanup
9 a.m. to noon Saturday, April 22, at Y Men’s Pavilion, 105 Hill. 
Gloves and trash bags will be provided. Stream Team T-shirts given to the 
first 100 participants. Co-sponsored by 1819 Stream Team and Hannibal 
Area Chamber of Commerce. More information at hannibalparks.org/files/
Parks_Rec/Documents/Spring_Cleanup_Flyer_2017.pdf.

Great Girlfriend Getaway
Friday, April 28, to Sunday, April 30, in downtown Hannibal. Ladies, 
prepare to be pampered. Gather your girlfriends and family and enjoy a 
weekend of shopping, dining and activities just for you.

Shine a Light on Autism Lighthouse Challenge
8 a.m. Saturday, April 29, starts at Tom and Huck statue in down-
town Hannibal. Children’s activities at Cardiff Hill Overlook. More informa-
tion available at facebook.com/events/180851049081523/.

Admiral Coontz Recreation Center
Open 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Friday.

Fitness Station
Located at the west end of Bear Creek Trail. The station features 24 exer-
cises and combines functional fitness and body-weight training on three 
skill levels.

Hannibal Walking Club
Walk to better health. It’s a fun, free way to keep track of your miles. Twelve 
laps at the Admiral Coontz Recreation Center is one mile. More informa-
tion is available at hannibalparks.org/news/2016/12/29/hannibal-walking-
club/.

Huckleberry Park
As construction at the Huckleberry Park shelter goes on, the playground 
is still open. The Born Learning Trail is an interactive series of 10 outdoor 
games around Huckleberry Park playground. There are several new 
pieces of all-inclusive playground equipment, including two handicap-ac-
cessible swings and musical instruments at Huckleberry Park playground. 

Play Without Boundaries Sensory Room
Games, puzzles and Imagination playground blocks for all-inclusive indoor 
play for adults and children at Admiral Coontz Recreation Center

Indoor Archery
Every Wednesday 6:30 to 9 p.m. at Admiral Coontz Recreation Center. $5 
per visit, $50 for season pass. A variety of 3D archery targets, such as deer, 
turkey, bears, badgers, rabbits, dinosaurs, wolves and coyotes are available. 
Participants must bring their own bows and arrows. More information 
at hannibalparks.org/files/Parks_Rec/Documents/2016-2017_Indoor_Ar-
chery_Flyer.pdf.

Senior Adult Dances
Noon to 3 p.m. Wednesdays at Admiral Coontz Recreation Center. Music 
provided by Uptown Strings.  

Sodalis Nature Preserve
The 2-mile paved walking path at Hannibal’s newest park is part of a 
185-acre park property that was given to the city to preserve endangered 
bats. Access to the Nature Preserve will be available off Ely Street, south of 
the Dempsey Dog Park and Bear Creek, 800 Ely St. Only nonmotorized 
recreational activity is allowed, such as hiking, running and biking. n
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reception and awards will be 4 to 6 p.m. Tuesday, May 2. Honorary Hosts are 
HHS DECA Chapter. The event is sponsored by Hannibal Pirate Family Foun-
dation, George H. Riedel Private Foundation and Missouri Arts Council.

ARTY PARTY

Arty Party programs are designed for 
those looking to have a fun time while 
creating art and those with no prior paint-
ing experience.  It’s simple. We provide 
the supplies and professional artist to lead you through the project and you 
provide the creativity and snacks and beverages (optional). All programs are 
held at the Hannibal Arts Council, 105 S. Main St.
Arty Party programs are only $25 for HAC members and $35 for the general 
public.  Participants must be 18 years of age or older to participate.  To regis-
ter, contact HAC at 573-221-6545 or reservations@hannibalarts.com.

Hannibal 

Arts
Hannibal arts  
CounCil Gallery
HAC GALLERY HouRS
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday

April 3 to May 2
 
YouNG MASTERS
Exhibit showcasing selected works from Hannibal’s fifth grade, eighth grade 
and high school students in both public and parochial schools. Closing 
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APRIL SHOWERS
Umbrella in the rain scene on 12”x12” canvas
6 to 8 p.m. Thursday, April 6

RUBBER DUCKY
Duck and bubble painting on 12”x12” canvas
7 to 9 p.m. Friday, April 21

SECOND SATURDAY  
GALLERY NIGHT 
Give yourself a treat, get out of the house and 
stroll Hannibal’s beautiful Downtown galleries 
each Second Saturday — art, wine, friends and 
special events — the perfect combination. 
5 to 8 p.m. Saturday, April 8

Hannibal Alliance Art  
Gallery, 112 N. Main St.
Drawing for a piece of artwork at 6 p.m.

Gallery 310,  
310 N. Main St.
Drawing for a piece of artwork at 7 p.m.

MOTHER’S DAY JEWELRY 
DESIGN CONTEST

AVA Goldworks and the Hannibal Arts Council 
have joined forces to sponsor a jewelry design 
contest with some amazing prizes. Pick up an 
official design contest sheet at AVA Goldworks or 
the Hannibal Arts 
Council and get 
creative design-
ing the most 
beautiful jewelry 
you can image. 
Age Divisions are 
2 to 5, 6 to 8, 9 
to 12 and 13 to 17. 
Deadline is April 
28.
 The mother of 
the winner in 
each age division 
will receive a Mother’s Bracelet created by AVA 
Goldworks. The bracelet of Mother of Pearl beads 
with Swarovski Crystal beads will be custom 
made with their children’s birthstones. Each 
bracelet also features a sterling centerpiece of the 
winner’s choice.

CONTINUES ON 58
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HANNIBAL ARTS COUNCIL 
THEME PARTY FUNDRAISER

FOOL’S PARADISE
Saturday, April 1
Quality Inn & Suites
6:30 p.m. – Social Hour (Lobby)
7:30 p.m. – Dinner (Ballroom)
8 p.m. – Entertainment
 
$40 per person ($400 per table of 10)
All proceeds benefit the Hannibal Arts Council
Information/Tickets: 573-221-6545.
 
Each year supporters and the community gather for the Hannibal Arts 
Council’s annual theme party fundraiser.  The event raises important funds 
for HAC’s community arts programs.  Since the event is being held on April 
Fool’s Day, HAC chose the harlequin as the inspiration, as they are light-
hearted, nimble, full of wit, tricksters and somewhat mischievous. HAC will 
surround guests with more of an environmental experience based on décor/
color and not confine guests to a place, time period or specific costuming. It 
really will be about the colors black, white, gold and a splash of red. 

 

FIRST FRIDAY ART ADVENTURES

First Friday Art Adventures let children ages 6 to 12 create projects, nurture 
their creativity and make something that is cool and fun. In order to keep 

the workshop series accessible and scholarships 
available (upon request), programs are sponsored 
by the George H. Riedel Private Foundation, Com-
munity Foundation of West Central Illinois and 
Northeast Missouri and the Missouri Arts Council, a 
state agency. All programs are held at the Hannibal 
Arts Council, 105 S. Main St.
 
FFAA programs are only $5 per child for HAC 
members and $10 for the general public. Each 
additional child per family is only $5. Ask about our 
scholarship program. To register, contact HAC at 

573-221-6545 or reservations@hannibalarts.com.

MATISSE COLLAGE
4:30 to 6 p.m. Friday, April 7 n

CONTINUES FROM 57
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events not to missBest Bets 
APRIL

Call now to book your 2017 Event
(Wedding, Reunion, Meeting, Baby Shower and More)
Pool party package includes access to our indoor pool 
as well as the Coral Room that seats up to 40 people 

for up to 5 hours.

Contact the banquet/office manager at
573-221-4000  

between 9:00 am and 5:00 pm Monday–Friday.

liz.propst@qualityinnhannibal.com
120 Lindsey Dr.  • Hwy 36 • Hannibal , MO

Plan Your Next Event 
With Us.

302 South Fifth Street in Hannibal • 573.221.8188
www.jamesodonnellfuneralhome.com

Jesus said to her,
“I am the resurrection 
and the life. He who 

believes in me will 
live, even though 

he dies; and 
whoever lives 

and believes in 
me will never die.”

 John 11:25-26

Easter Blessings

April 1: 
Cave Hollow Winery presents live music 
by Frate. Page 63

April 1: 
Cave Hollow Winery & Mark Twain Cave 
Campground opening. Page 63

April 7: 
Hannibal Regional Foundation presents 
Barn Bash. Page 67

April 1: 
Cave Hollow Winery presents live music 
by Sean Ketcham. Page 63

April 20: 
Senior Expo at Admiral Coonz Recre-
ation Center. Page 46

April 21: Hannibal Regional Foundation 

host Cheers for the Kids 2017. Page 9

April 22: 
Spring Clean Up — Celebrate Earth Day. 
Page 44

April 27: 
Fashion Trends Vision Expo at Hannibal 
Regional Hospital. Page 19

April 28-30: 
Cave Hollow Winery hosts Great Girl-
friend Getaway. Page 63 

April 29: 
Lighthouse Challenge — Shine a Light on 
Autism. Page 11

April 29: 
Cave Hollow Winery presents live music 
by Logan Kammerer. Page 63
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April   local events
Saturday, April 1
10 a.m.: Power Up for Avenues at Knights of Columbus Hall, 1 Colum-
bus Rd Hannibal, MO 63401. Cost $5-$20. $5 admission fee. $5 fee for 
entry into each tournament. Power Up for Avenues is a family gaming 
event to raise money for Avenues the Domestic Violence and Sexual 
Assault Victim Advocacy Agency. This event is a family friendly day 
of playing video, board and card games. There will be gaming tourna-
ments throughout the day that you can enter. There will also be an 
opportunity to play new games and the chance to win them. Bring 
your favorite games, your friends and family and enjoy a day games. 
Raffle items will be available to enter throughout the day. The drawing 
for prizes will happen at the end of the night.  *$10 fee for the Magic 
the Gathering Tournament* Tournaments for the Day: Trivial Pursuit, 
Settler of Catan, Halo/FIFA, Smash Brothers, Magic the Gathering. Other 
tournaments to be announced (PC and console gaming will have to 
bring their own systems and monitors or televisions). Visit avenueshelp.
org/power-up-for-avenues/ for more information

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3 p.m.: C’est La Vie” at Bluff City Theater, 212 Broadway, Hannibal.

6 p.m.: Battle at Bear Creek at Admiral Coontz Recreation Center, Ad-
miral Coontz Recreation Center, 301 Warren Barrett Drive. Professional 
boxing matches. More information is available from 573-406-8227.

8:30 p.m.: C’est La Vie” at Bluff City Theater, 212 Broadway, Hannibal.

Monday, April 3
9 a.m.: Spring Visit Day Robert W. Brown Performing Arts Center 
at Culver-Stockton College, 1 College Hill, Canton. Meet with faculty, 
coaches, fine art auditions, campus tour and complimentary lunch.  
Call 800-537-1883 for more information.

4:30 p.m.: TOPS meeting at Palmyra Nutrition Center, 219 W Ross St., 

Palmyra. TOPS promotes successful, affordable weight management 
with a philosophy that combines healthy eating, regular exercise, 
wellness information, awards and recognition. Visitors are welcome to 
attend their first TOPS meeting free of charge.

Tuesday, April 4
6 a.m.: Student Honors Art Exhibit at Mabee Art Gallery at Culver-
Stockton College, 1 College Hill, Canton.

9 a.m.: PAT Playgroup at Palmyra Elementary School, 706 S Ashland 
Ave, Palmyra.

Wednesday, April 5
5:30 p.m.: Hannibal Parks & Recreation Competitive Pickleball League 
at Admiral Coontz Recreation Center, 301 Warren Barrett Drive, Han-
nibal. Free. Competitive league plays Wednesdays, leisure league plays 
Thursdays. Pickleball combines many elements of tennis, badminton 
and ping-pong. It is played on a badminton-sized court and a slightly 
modified tennis net with a paddle and a plastic ball similar to a wiffle 
ball.

5:30 p.m.: Hannibal Parks & Recreation Leisure Pickleball League at 
Admiral Coontz Recreation Center, 301 Warren Barrett Drive, Hannibal. 
Free. Leisure pickleball is for all ages, sports skills and athletic abilities. 
Pickleball combines many elements of tennis, badminton and ping-
pong. It is played on a badminton-sized court and a slightly modified 
tennis net with a paddle and a plastic ball similar to a wiffle ball.

7:30 p.m.: Sperry Lecture at Merillat Recital Hall at  Culver-Stockton 
College, 1 College Hill, Canton.

Thursday, April 6
7 p.m.: My Fair Lady” presented by the Hannibal-LaGrange University 
Theatre Department at Roland Fine Arts Center. Costs $12 in advance 
and $15 at the door. People older than 60 and groups of 10 or more 
people cost $10 per person.

7:30 p.m.: Guest Artist Theatre Production Black Box at Mabee Little 
Theatre at Culver-Stockton College, 1 College Hill, Canton.

Friday, April 7
9 a.m.: Experience HLGU Day on Hannibal LaGrange University cam-
pus, 2800 Palmyra Road, Hannibal. A campus visit designed to give 
you a sample of what HLGU has to offer.

4:30 p.m.: Lenten Fish Fry at Knights of Columbus, 1 Columbus Road, 
Hannibal. Prices are a la carte. To-go boxes available.

7 p.m. Barn Bash, presented by Hannibal Regional Foundation, at The 
Orchard, 2200 Palmyra Road, Hannibal. Appetizers, cash bar, casual 
attire and music by Steppin’ Back. $25 per person or $200 per group 
of 10. Proceeds benefit the Cherish Campaign. More information and 
tickets are available at 573-629-3577 or hrhf.org.

CONTINUES ON 62
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What you’ll 
find Next 
month in

Don’t Miss!

“Twain 
On Main”

May 27 - 28
Popular weekend fest fills 

downtown Hannibal with food, 
fun, music and more.

Be sure to check out...

“New London 
Park Days”

June 2-3
Two day summer festival that includes:

Carnival rides, music, food, arts, 
5K, and more!

Have some fun at ...

“Shoeless Joe’s 
Celebrity Golf Classic”

June 14
The Golf Classic provides participants 

the opportunity to play with a member 
of the Missouri Sports Hall of Fame.
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7 p.m.: My Fair Lady” presented by the Hannibal-LaGrange University 
Theatre Department at Roland Fine Arts Center.

Saturday, April 8
10 a.m.: Eighth Annual Spring Coin Show at Hannibal Middle School, 
4700 McMasters Hannibal. Free. The eighth annual Spring Coin Show, 
sponsored by the Quincy and Hannibal Coin Clubs will be held on April 
8th at the Hannibal Middle School Cafeteria, 4600 McMasters Ave. US 
Highway 61 north. Doors open from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. No admission and 
free parking. Expecting 20 dealer tables. Buying and selling coins with 
free appraisals. For more information, contact Pat Janes. 573 231 6683 
or janespat1948@gmail.com.

10 a.m.: Eugene Field Block Party at Eugene Field Elementary School, 
1405 Pearl St., Hannibal. Eugene Field Elementary School will kick of 
its campaign to improve its school and community playground with a 
block party 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday, April 8, at the school, 1405 Pearl.
The goal of the Playground Fundraising Project is to provide an area for 
students and the community to play and engage in physical activity. 
In the event of rain on April 8, the event will be held 1 to 4 p.m. Sunday, 
April 9.

5 p.m.: Second Saturday Gallery Walk in downtown Hannibal. Han-
nibal’s downtown galleries are the place to be each second Saturday. 

CoNTINUES FRoM 60
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Wander from gallery to gallery and enjoy special guest artists, food, 
friends and extended hours. Whether you come with friends or come 
alone, you’re guaranteed a great time.

7 p.m.: My Fair Lady” presented by the Hannibal-LaGrange university 
theatre Department at Roland Fine Arts Center.

Sunday, April 9
3 p.m.: Guest Artist theatre Production Black Box at Mabee Little the-
atre at Culver-stockton College, 1 College Hill, Canton.

Monday, April 10
4:30 p.m.: toPs meeting at Palmyra nutrition Center, 219 W Ross st., 
Palmyra. 

7 p.m.: Lecture series at the Lab at Culver-stockton College, 1 College 
Hill, Canton. C-sC faculty members will address topical and campus-
relevant issues in this lecture series. Dr. Chad DeWaard will present on 
various topics that could include the trump Presidency and what it 
means for us or current issues in ukraine. 

7:30 p.m.: Lenten Assembly at Merillat Chapel at Culver-stockton Col-
lege, 1 College Hill, Canton.

Tuesday, April 11
9 a.m.: PAt Playgroup at Palmyra elementary school, 706 s Ashland 
Ave, Palmyra.

11 a.m.: Hannibal Area Job Fair and Veteran Resource event at Admiral 
Coontz Recreation Center, 301 Warren Barrett Dr, Hannibal. sponsored 
by Missouri Job Center, Hannibal Area Chamber of Commerce, Hanni-
bal Parks & Recreation, townsquare Media, Moberly Area Community 
College and northeast Missouri Workforce Development Board.

4 p.m.: show-Me state Games torch Run at Central Park, Hannibal. the 
mission of the shelter Insurance show-Me state Games torch Run is 
to generate exposure and enthusiasm for the show-Me state Games 
throughout Missouri. the show-Me state Games is an olympic-style 
sports festival offering more than 40 events for all ages and ability 
levels. the 2017 games will take place on June 16 to 18, July 21 to 23 

April 28 -30 Great Girlfriend Getaway
  Open 11am-8pm, Friday & Saturday
  Drawing for a case of wine

April 1 Mark twin cave campground opening

April 1 Frate 
   2-5p: Live Music 

April 15 Sean Ketcham   
   4-7p Live Music

April 29 Logan Kammerer
    1-4p Live Music

Come check out the newinventory at the Gift Shop!
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and July 28 to 30 in Columbia. The Torch Run will culminate with the 
Opening Ceremonies festivities at 7 p.m. Friday, July 21 at Mizzou Arena. 
Individuals interested in running the torch can email 
Emily Lorenz at peurrunge@missouri.edu for more 
details.

5 p.m.: Third annual Last Dinner on the Titanic at La-
Binnah Bistro, 207 N. Fifth Street, Hannibal. LaBinnah 
Bistro recreates original Titanic recipes to remember 
this memorable event. Advance reservations taken. 
Call 573-221-8207 or visit labinnahbistro.com for more 
information.

Thursday, April 13
11:30 a.m.: Honors Day Convocation at Alexander 
Campbell Auditorium at Culver-Stockton College, 1 
College Hill, Canton.

1:30 p.m.: Fine Arts Honors Day at Mabee Gallery in Herrick at Culver-
Stockton College, 1 College Hill, Canton.

6:30 p.m.: Alzheimer/dementia support group at Maple Lawn Nursing 
Home, 1410 W. Line St., Palmyra.

Monday, April 17
4:30 p.m.: TOPS meeting at Palmyra Nutrition Center, 219 W Ross St., 

Palmyra. 

Tuesday, April 18
9 a.m.: PAT Playgroup at Palmyra Elementary 
School, 706 S Ashland Ave, Palmyra.

Wednesday, April 19
6:30 p.m.: Mark Twain Postcard Club at Hannibal 
Arts Council, 105 S Main St., Hannibal. Free. Doors 
will open at 6:30 p.m. A brief program related to 
postcards and other paper collectibles will follow.

Thursday, April 20
10 a.m.: Senior Expo at Admiral Coontz Recreation Center, 301 War-
ren Barrett Dr, Hannibal. Free. Gifts for first 200 visitors. Prizes will be 
awarded throughout the day.

April   local events
CONTINuES FROM 63

Downtown Hannibal 

217 N. Main
573.603.1063

Visit us on 
Facebook www.mississippi-marketplace.com

Open 7 Days a Week 
All Year Round

MISSISSIPPI
MARKETPLACE

Main Street’s  
General Store

Gluten Free • Whole Grains • Sugar Free
• Kitchen Items • Herb Savers & Much More
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Friday, April 21
7 p.m.: Ministry team Concert at Hannibal-LaGrange university. the 
new edition, Praise song and Chamber Choir come together to per-
form a selection of their work.

7:30 p.m.: sixth Annual Chase Anderson MDA Memorial Rodeo at 
Rockin A Arena, 5303 Hwy C Palmyra. Cost $12-$15. tickets $12 on 
website and participating retailers; $15 at the gate; Kids 8 and under are 
free. the sixth Annual Chase Anderson MDA Memorial Rodeo will be 
held April 21 and 22. It will have all the rodeo excitement with cowboys, 
cowgirls, horses and bulls plus great food. Rodeo starts at 7:30 p.m., 
gates open at 6 p.m. tickets are $12 on our website and participating 
retailers and $15 at the gate. Kids 8 and under are free. Again this years 
event proceeds will benefit MDA, and go to help local families who 
have been touched by some type of neuromuscular disease.

Saturday April 22
All day: Citywide garage sale in Palmyra, Mo.

9 a.m.: spring Cleanup at Y Men’s Pavilion, 105 Hill street Hannibal. 

Free. Help get Hannibal ready for spring! Gloves and trash bags will be 
provided stream team shirts given to the first 100 participants. Rain 
date is April 29. Co-sponsored by 1819 stream team, Hannibal Area 
Chamber of Commerce and Hannibal Parks & Recreation.

5 p.m.: 17th Annual spring Fling Dinner/Auction at American Legion 
Post #174, 5 Charlie Brown Industrial Drive, Palmyra. Cost $25. the 
Flower Children Relay For Life team is hosting their 17th Annual spring 
Fling Dinner/Auction for the American Cancer society’s Relay For Life 
saturday, April 22, at the American Legion Building in Palmyra. social 
hour begins at 5 p.m., dinner catered by HAts Restaurant at 6 p.m., and 
live auction at 7:15 p.m. there will also be a silent auction and other ac-
tivities during the evening. tickets are $25 per person. Contact Mark or 
stephanie Bross at 573-769-2365 for tickets or to donate auction items.

7 p.m.: 7 Hannibal Area string orchestra spring Concert at Parker the-
atre, Roland Fine Arts Center, 2800 Palmyra Road Hannibal. the Han-
nibal Area string orchestra will perform their spring Concert on April 
22 at 7:00 p.m. in Parker theater, Roland Fine Arts Center, Hannibal-
LaGrange university. the concert will feature music from symphony 

1001 Vermont, Quincy • 217-224-1093
3633 Maine, Quincy • 217-221-1963

1426 North 26th, Quincy • 217-222-5427
109 Lindsey Dr., Hannibal • 573-221-1245

*APR - Annual Percentage Rate. Must meet credit union lending guidelines. Rates subject to change without notice. Some conditions apply. Existing UCCU loans do not apply.

See us for all your lending needs!

• Vehicle Loans
• Mortgages
• Home Equity

Visit your nearest branch or apply online today at www.myuccu.com

• Debt Consolidation
• Vacation Loans

For all of your roofing needs
Call Scott Today!

Licensed & Insured

Trusted hometown roofing since 1998

Scott 
Anderson’s 

Roofing

573-231-6788
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themes as well as themes from movies and other music. the public is 
invited to attend this free concert. For more information, contact Direc-
tor John Ferguson at 573-221-2956 or jd.ferguson@charter.net.

7:30 p.m.: sixth Annual Chase Anderson mDA memorial Rodeo at 
Rockin A Arena, 5303 Hwy C Palmyra. Cost $12-$15. tickets $12 on 
website and participating retailers; $15 at the gate; Kids 8 and under are 
free.

Monday, April 24
4:30 p.m.: toPs meeting at Palmyra nutrition Center, 219 W Ross st., 
Palmyra. 

Friday, April 28
All day: Great Girlfriend Getaway in downtown Hannibal. Ladies, 
prepare to be pampered. Gather your girlfriends and family and enjoy 
a weekend of shopping, dining and activities just for you. You can also 
purchase a goody bag for even more fun at greatgirlfriendgetaway.
com

Saturday, April 29
All day: Great Girlfriend Getaway in downtown Hannibal.

8 a.m.: shine a Light on Autism’s Lighthouse Challenge at tom and 
Huck statue, north street Hannibal. Cost $10-$50. Children’s climb $10. 
Adult climb $25. Competitive climb $50. Family climb $60 plus $5 each 
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additional child. Climbers in the competitive division can find out how 
many stairs they can climb 8 a.m. April 29. Or challenge yourself in a 
non-competitive fashion starting at 9 a.m. all ages welcome. There will 
be children’s activities as well, including bounce house, games, face 
painting and snacks. Local entertainment from the Sparkle Squad 
will be provided as well as information/regristration with the STARS 
program. Come out and support this fantastic cause which gives back 
directly to special needs families in the community.

Sunday, April 30
All day: Great Girlfriend Getaway in downtown Hannibal.

Saturday, May 13
All day: Loafers Car Show in downtown Hannibal. The show will bring 
over 300 vehicles to the streets of Hannibal. Registration on show day 
is $25 and will be from 8 AM until noon. Participants can pre-register 
until the cut off date of April 28 for only $20 (visit the Loafers Facebook 
page for a list of the advantages of pre-registering). A total of only 500 
tickets will be sold at $10.00 each and are currently available from Loaf-
ers club members.  Any remaining tickets will be sold at the show.

Wednesday, May 17
6:30 p.m.: Mark Twain Postcard Club at Hannibal Arts Council, 105 S 
Main St., Hannibal. Free. n 

Friday, April 7th, 2017
Hannibal Regional Foundation

BARN
BASH

7:00 pm - 11:00 pm  at The Orchard • 2200 Palmyra Road, Hannibal, MO
Appetizers, Cash Bar, & Casual Attire

MusicalMusicallperformancelby: 

Steppin'lBack

$25/person or 
$200/group of 10, 
Proceeds benefit 

the Cherish 
Campaign.

For tickets  call 
573.629.3577 or 

visit hrhf.org

Official Sponsor:
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W
hy would 

someone 

walk for 

hours 

up and 

down rugged terrain through 

briar patches, woodlots, field 

edges, draws, creek bottoms, 

river bottoms and insect-infested 

timber during April and May? 

Does the entire local population 

go insane during this time?

It can be summed up by a 

single word — fungus. Humon-

gous fungus feeds the mushroom 

fever. To most city folks the 

names button top, elephant ear, 

beefsteak and morel, mean very 

little. To the avid “shoomer” it 

means total exhaustion and a 

slice of heaven.

Wild mushrooms present 

themselves during the months of 

April and May in this part of the 

United States, while the southern 

states’ season start earlier and 

the northern states a little later. 

Mushrooms for the expert hunt-

ers have a spring and fall season. 

Ninety-nine percent of the 

hunters opt for the spring season 

since many of the autumn mush-

rooms look identical to other 

autumn fungi that are toxic and 

potentially fatal if consumed.

I have a friend who hates 

morels. He threatens yearly to 

grab his golf club and chop a few 

down. I told him many people  

enjoy the hunt and don’t eat 

them. I’m guessing he got really 

sick as a child after eating them. 

He apparently holds a grudge. I 

suggested that he picks a bunch 

to sell, but he said, “I won’t do 

that to another human being.” 

A mess of fried mushrooms is 

a feast to me. The only thing bet-

ter would be more mushrooms. 

If you throw in some fresh wild 

turkey and crappie fillets, then 

you have a meal that royalty 

would envy. From the amount of 

cars parked along the highways, 

I would submit that I am not 

alone in this passionate pursuit 

of table fare. 

Lucky for me I had a great dad 

who dedicated his free time to 

teaching me about the outdoors. 

I started in the woods before I 

could walk by Pop carrying me. 

I learned a lot. The only thing he 

couldn’t teach me was to have 

better eyesight. I ended up with 

glasses by the middle of second 

grade.

Some people have a knack for 

seeing mushrooms. I have the 

ability to trip over or step on 

them. I have improved greatly 

over the years, but, as in all 

things, there are those who can 

see them as if they have the vision 

of Superman. I lack that ability.

I depend on common sense and 

a lot of luck to find them. I often 

find more ticks than mushrooms. 

Without the proper winter 

snow-melt and early rains, the 

mushroom crop will be poor. I 

have witnessed only a handful of 

seasons with a surplus of mush-

rooms. Maybe that explains why 

they cost so much to buy. They 

are like little pieces of gold on the 

food market.

I strongly advise gathering up 

the family and giving this a try 

this spring. It is a great family 

activity and a great source of 

exercise. 

If you find a good spot then 

guard your secret or the following 

year you’ll find stumps of picked 

mushrooms, or everyone’s vehicle 

that you told about your spot the 

previous year parked directly in 

your mushroom spot.

Wear bug spray. Don’t trespass. 

Don’t litter. And have a blast. You 

may not find pounds of mush-

rooms, but you will make tons of 

memories. n

Welcoming back fungus
HICK FINN8
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